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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publicat'ons will be available from one of the following sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.;
Washington, DC 205b5

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161
l

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of docunients cited in NRC publications,'

it is nnt intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu-
r,.<nt Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memorands; NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and inwt@ tion notices;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

Documents avcilable from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reporti, prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, joumal and periodical articles, and transactions. Feders/ Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited,

f
Single copies of N RC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of information Support Services, Distribution Section, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Litrary, 7920 Norfolk Avanue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available |
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are us"ally copyrighted and may be
purchased frc Ti the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the
American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted by the staff to (1) re-evaluate the guidelines and bases
used to determine what are the vital equipment and areas to be protected against
radiological sabotage in nuclear power plants and (2) to recommend revised
guidance. On the basis of this study, the staff has recommended a revised vital
equipment / area protection philosophy: to protect as vital the reactor coolant
pressure boundary and one train of equipment that would provide the capability
to achieve and maintain hot shutdown. To implement this overall protection
philosophy, the staff also has recommended new analysis assumptions or guidelines
to identify the specific equipment and areas in each plant that require protec-
tion as "vital".

!
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FOREWORD

On May 1,1985, the Executive Director for Operations directed the staff to
initiate a study to re-evaluate the existing guidelines and bases used to
determine what are the vital equipment and areas to be protected against
radiological sabotage in nuclear power plants and to recommend revised guidance
as necessary. A Vital Area Committee was established to conduct the study.
This report documents the study and its results.

Vital Area Committee

Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman
Director, Division of Pressurized Water

Reactor Licensing-B
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Robert F. Burnett, Member
Director, Division of Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

Frank P. Gillespie, Member
Acting Director, Division of Accident Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

James G. Partlow, Member
Director, Division of Inspection Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the results of a study (1) to re-evaluate the guide-
lines and bases used to determine what are the vital equipment and areas to be
protected in nuclear power plants and (2) to recommend revised guidance. The
study we established by the Executive Director for Operations (E00) on May 1,
1985, t address questions that had been raisec about the validity and consistency
of past and current criteria for identifying equipment that must be protected
against radiological sabotage, and to consider recent research on this subject.

The E00 designated two staff groups to carry out the study: a Vital Area
Comittee (VAC) and a Management Policy Review Group (MPRG). The VAC conducted
the study, while the MPRG provided broad policy direction and guidance to the
VAC and approved its study plans and products. The VAC was chaired by Frank
J. Miraglia, NRR; its members included Robert F. Burnett, NMSS; James G.
Partlow, IE; and Frank P. Gillespie, RES. The MPRG consisted of Victor
Stello, DEDROGR; Harold R. Denton, NRR; and John G. Davis, NMSS. :

I

On the basis of the study, the VAC has recomended a revised vital equipment /
area protection philosophy: to protect as vital the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and one train of equipment -- with its associated piping, whter
sources, power supplies, and instrumentation -- that provide the capability
to achieve and maintain hot shutdown. To implement this overall protection
philosophy, the VAC also has recommended revised analysis assumptions or guide-
lines, to be applied on a case-by-case basis, to identify the specific equipment
and areas in each plant that require protection as "vital". These analysis
assumptions are as follows:

l
(1) For ourposes of protection against radiological sabotage, the primary -

coo. Ant pressure boundary consists of the reactor vessel and reactor
coolant piping up to and including a single, protected, normally closed
isolation valve or protected valve capable of closure in interfacing '

systems.

(2) Any transient or event that causes significant core damage will result in an
attendant 10 CFR 100 release.

(3) One train of equipment (with the associated piping, water sources, power
supplies, controls, and instrumentation) that provides the capability to
perform the functions (reactivity control, decay heat removal, and
process monitoring) that are necessary to achieve and maintain hot
shutdown for a minimum of 8 hours from the time of reactor trip should be
protected as vital. In addition, the major components of the reactor
coolanc makeup system and associated support equipment necessary to
achieve this goal should be protected as vital.

NUREG-1178 ix
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(4) The control room and any remote locations from which vital equipment can
be controlled or disabled (such as remote shutdown panels, motor control
centers, circuit breakers, or local control stations) should be protected
as vital areas.

(5) Only the power mode of reactor operation and hot standby (for PWRs) need
be considered as long as all equipment designated as vital for power
operation is maintained as vital in other modes.

(6) Off-site power is unavailable.

(7) Random failures do not occur simultaneously with an act of radiological
sabotage. However, the saboteur can take advantage of the unavailability
of equipment during maintenance. Thus, whenever any components or
systems normally protected as vital are inoperable for any period of
time, appropriate compensatory measures (such as stationing guards at
alternate locations) must be taken to ensure that the capability to reach
hot shutdown is maintained.

(8) Breaks in multiple main steam lines that cannot be isolated lead to
10 CFR 100 releases.

(9) Cable runs in trays and conduit need not be protected as vital unless
cables necessary for safe shutdown capabiiity are individually identifiable
and the identification is reasonably accessible. However, cable terminals
or junctions and areas such as cable spreading rooms, through which
large numbers of cables pass, must be protected.

(10) Saboteurs may use explosives in amounts that they can carry.

(11) No credit is gi en for equipment not located in vital areas.

(12) Following the start of a refueling outage, the spent fuel pool should be
protected as vital long enough to ensure that sabotage to the pool cannot
result in a 10 CFR 100 release.

(13) The backup supporting power supply of the Central Alarm Station (CAS) is
essential for continuous operation of CAS in the event of loss of nortnal
power.

The VAC believes that the application of the recommended protection philosophy,
with its implementing analysis assumptions, will contribute to the overall
program designed to provide a high degree of assurance against radiological
sabotage.

NUREG-1178 x
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MEMORANDUM TRANSMITTING VITAL AREA COMMITTEE FINAL REPORT

On March 5, 1986, the Chairman of the Vital Area Committee (VAC) sent a memo-
randum (see next page) notifying the recipients that the VAC had completed its
study effort and was enclosing its final report. That report, its appendices
A through E, and background material (appendices F, G, and H) that accompanied
the issuance of March 5, 1986, are now being issued as NUREG-1178.

The March 5th memorandum cites two references:

(1) Memorandum from William J. Dircks, "Vital Equipment / Area Guidelines
Study," dated may 1, 1985, and

(2) Memorandum from Frank J. Miraglia, "Vital Equipment / Area Guidelines Study ,

Action Plan," dated July 1, 1985.

These are reproduced here as appendices A and C, respectively.

The March 5th memorandum also refers to "Enclosure 1" (the text of this report
and appendices A through E), "Enclosure 2" (Appendix F), and "Enclosure 3"
(Appendix G). Appendix H contains the proposed generic letter of transmittal
for the final VAC report; this was designated as Enclosure 4 to the March 5th
memorandum.

,

i
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I
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# h UNITED STATES
!y i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
3 g], ,,(A | WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

"

+ . ' . ' . . March 5, 1986'+

MEMORANDUM FOR: Victor Stello, Jr.
Acting Executive Director

for Operations

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

John G. Davis, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

FROM: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman
Vital Area Comittee

SUBJECT: VITAL AREA COMMITTEE FINAL REPORT

References: (1) Memorandum from William J. Dircks, "Vital Equipment /
Area Guidelines Study," dated May 1, 1985

(2) Memorandum from Frank J. Miraglia, "Vital Equipment /
Area Guidelices Study Action Plan, dated July 1, 1985

In accordance with references (1) and (2), the Vital Area Comittee (VAC) has
completed its study effort. The Comittee's final report is provided for ,our
review and action as Enclosure 1.

The VAC has considered all the coments received from the cognizant Headquarters
Offices and the Regions on the draft report. Enclosure 2 provides those coments
and discusses the Comittee's disposition of them.

Enclosure 3 discusses the Comittee's considerations and recomendations con-
cerning implementation of the revised vital equipment / area guidelines. Finally,
Enclosure 4 is a proposed generic letter for transmitting the VAC report to
industry.

If you agree with the contents of the report and the supporting documents pro-
vided herein, we recomend that you consider providing Enclosures 1 and 2 to
the cognizant Headquarters Offices and the Regions for their information prior
to issuing the report publicly.

!
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We are available to meet with the MPRG to discuss the report or the other enclo-
sures to this memorandum.

T f2%,.

Frank M , Chairman.

Vital Area C ittee

Enclosures:
As stated

cc: R. Burnett
J. Partlow
F. Gillespie

i

1

I

i

l
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1. INTRODUCTION

Definitions of vital equipment / areas have been evolving since 1978.
The topic has been addressed in several studies done by the staff of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), as well as in NRC-sponsored research
programs. These studies and recent staff evaluations of physical security
plans have raised questions about the validity and consistency of the
assumptions and criteria being used to determine vital equipment and
areas. For this reason, on May 1, 1985, the Executive Director for
Operations (EDO) established a committee (1) to re-evaluate the guidelines
and bases used to determine the equipment and areas to be protected as
vital and (2) to develop and recommend revised assumptions and guidance.

The E00 designated two staff groups to carry out the study: A Vital Area
Committee (VAC) and a Management Policy Review Group (MPRG). The VAC was
given responsibility for actual conduct of the study, while the MPRG was
to provide broad policy direction and guidance to the VAC and to approve
the study plans and products. The VAC was chaired by Frank J. Miraglia,
NRR; its members included Robert F. Burnett, NMSS; James G. Partlow, IE;
and Frank P. Gillespie, RES. The MPRG was composed of Victor Stello,
DEOR0GR; Harold R. Denton, NRR; and John G. Davis, NMSS. A copy of the
E00 memorandum establishing the study is included as Appendix A to this
report.

Section 2 below gives the objectives of the study. Section 3 traces the
evolution of vital equipment-related regulations, guidance, and practice.
Section 4 gives the justification for the assumptions used by the VAC in
evaluating the specific vital equipment assumptions, Section 5 discusses the
scope and methodology of the study, and the study results are detailed in
Section 6. Recormendations are given in Section 7. The appendices provide
additional background material.

NUREG-1178 1-1
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2. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study were (1) to perform a structured evaluation
of existing and proposed vital equipment / area assumptions, criteria, and
guidance and (2) to develop a compr hensive and consistent set of
recommended assumptions for deterr ning equipment and areas to be designated
ar, vital in nuclear power plants. Both the assumptions and the rationale
supporting them were evaluated individually and collectively for complete-
ness and technical adequacy.

Based on this evaluation, the principal objective of the Vital Area
Committee was to develop and recommend revised assumptions and guidance,
with rationale and justification for the revisions. The assumptions and
guidance were to satisfy ti.e following criteria:

(1) Consider all conditions of normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, transients, and accidents of the types presently con-
sidered in the design-basis analysis of nuclear power plants; consider
outage conditions and activities to the extent that loss of oper-
ational functions and capabilities during outages impacts vital
equipment and areas.

(2) Be readily and uniformly applicable by safety / safeguards analysts in
identifying vital equipment and areas on a case-by-case basis.

(3) Have the concurrence of all cognizant NRC Offices.

|
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3. BACKGROUND OF LICENSING PRACTICES FOR PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF POWER
REACTORS ~AGAINST SABOTAGE

Sabotage protection for power reactors was first addressed in a February
1967 Comission Order directing Florida Power and Light Company to
address industrial sabotage protection at tb Turkey Point plant. In
October 1971, the Comission published guidance for licensees in Safety
Guide 17. "Protection of Nuclear Power Plants Against Industrial Sabotage."

This initial security program was significantly upgraded in March 1977,
with the publication of 10 CFR 73.55, which applied to approximately
50 operating reactors and about 25 appifcations for operating licenses.
In 1977-78, in addition to the several Regulatory Guides already in
existence, the NRC staff developed 23 review guidelines (Branch Technical
Positions) and 3 NUREG reports for use as guidance for power reactor
applicants / licensees and as acceptance criteria by reviewers. One such
document, NUREG-0416, was a workbook that gave step-by-step procedures
for licensees / applicants to show how they proposed to meet each regulatory
requirement. At the conclusion of each NRC staff review, the reviewer
prepared a Security Plan Evaluation Report. All approved plans covered
all the functional requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(b) through (h). However,
implementation of the functional requirements varied.

Review Guideline 17. "Definition of Vital Areas," published in January
1978, stated that essentially all safety-related equipment must be con-
sidered vital, and that the systems listed in Regulatory Guide 1.29,
"Seismic Design Classification," should be considered vital. Applicants /
licensees had to provide a sound technical basis for any deviation from this
list. Review Guideline 17 also suggested tha vital areas be separated into
two categories: Type I (successful sabotage could be accomplished by sabotage
activities within single area) and Type II (successful sabotage could be

.

accomplished only by acts of sabotage in multiple areas, such as damage to |

various items of accident mitigation equipment). Because there was no |
regulatory basis for requiring an additional level of protection for Type
I areas, no practical use was made of this distinction. A copy of Review
Guideline 17 and Regulatory Guide 1.29 are included as Appendix B to this report.

In 1978, NRC contracted with the los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to
p-ovide a site-specific vital equipment / area analysis for each reactor.
This analysis was to be used by the NRC staff to validate the vital area
identification provided by licensees in their approved plans. During the

,

initial implementation phase of 10 CFR 73.55, eight separate teams i

reviewed licensees' vital area identification and security plans. As a |

|

|

I
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result of some uncertainty as to what constituted vital equipment, review
results varied, 'and the staff recognized that the initial review findings i

might require revision. This possible need for revision was documented
in the staff's safety evaluation reports and, in some cases, in license
conditions, by the following statement or an equivalent: "The identification
of vital areas and measures to control access to these e eas, as described
in the plan, may be subject to amendments in the future."

By the end of 1979, the staff had physical security plans for all operating
power reactors, and, to a great extent, these plans had been implemented.
However, at many sites, licensees were using compensatory measures for
parts of the system that had not been installed or that were not functioning
properly.

The compliance of licensees of operating plants with Review Guideline 17 can
be sumarized as follows:

(1) Review Guideline 17 calls for all safety-related equipment to be
protected as vital.

(2) The first units of any plants licensed since 1980 satisfy this
guidance. I

(3) About two-thirds of the physical security plans approved by the NRC
staff probably do not completely satisfy Review Guideline 17 but
meet it to varying degrees.

During its review of Duke Power Company's proposed vital area program for i

the Catawba plant, the staff used LANL's modeling assumptions as a I

technical basis for evaluating the adequacy of protecting the plant's
standby shutdown facility, which was an alternative to protecting certain
other safety-related equipment. The staff had previously approved this
standby shutdown facility protection strategy for the McGuire and Oconee
plants. This strategy calls for a hardened facility with separate ac and
de power, reactor controls, and cabling. It relies on the normal auxiliary
feedwater system for emergency heat removal and a charging pump for
primary water make-up. In the course of this review, a number of questions
surfaced concerning LANL's modeling assumptions. To address these
concerns, the VAC was established to review the vital area identification
process in general, and the modeling assumptions specifically.

NUREG-1178 3-2



4. BASIC STUDY PREMISES

! The Vital Area Committee adopted three premises for its study:
!
| (1) To protect the health and safety of the public from acts of ra 'io-

logical sabotage, the NRC requires physical protection syster for
nuclear power plants. The design basis threat for radiological
sabotage, defined in 10 CFR 73.1(a), based on an extensive study of
known adversarial characteristics, provides the bases for the design
of security systems that will provide an adequate and prudent level
of security at nuclear facilities.

(2) Conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(b)-(h) provides
high assurance of protection against the design basis threat,
recognizing that the Conunission is considering improved access
control relevant to 10 CFR 73.55(d). 10 CFR 73.55 requires each
licensee to have the capabilit
requirements of paragraphs (b)y of meeting the specific detailedthrough (h). The Statement of
Considerations for the rule states: "Compliance with the detailed
requirements should essentially satisfy the general performance
requirements stated in the rule in 173.55(a)" (42 FR 10838, February 24,
1977). Other Commission notices of public record issued in t

conjunction with other rulemaking proceedings essentially repeat
this conclusion (42 FR 11201, February 28, 1979 and 44 FR 47759,
August 15,1979). Although the rule allows licensees and applicants
to propose alternatives to paragraphs (b) through (h) that would be
equivalent in meeting the performance objective, none have done so.

(3) Successful radiological sabotage results in doses in excess of : hose
defined in 10 CFR 100. The 10 CFR 100 criteria are intended to
serve as a benchmark for the analysis of major events, that is,
those events that pose a potential health hazard (a significant
release of radioactivity as a result of a major accident or radio->

logical sabotage). Eouipment not designated and protected as vital
is considered vulnerable to non-radioingical sabotage. This study
does not address non-radiological sabotage.

1
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5. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The study was carried out by the members of the Vital Area Committee
(VAC) with supporting staff assistance from NRR, NMSS, RES, and IE.
Throughout the study, the VAC met periodically with the Management Policy
Review Group (MPRG) for guidance and approval.

The scope of the study included the following:

(1) a review of all current regulatior.s, guidance, definitions, assump- ,

tions, and criteria related to determining vital equipment and areas

(2) a detemination of the present status of the application of the items
in (1) to various vintages of plants to establish what staff practice
has been and is with respect to approving designated vital equipment
and areas

(3) identification of any deficiencies, ambiguities, inconsistencies,
or other problems in the present regulatory approach

(4) a review and evaluation of recent and current staff proposals, proposed
rules, etc., as they relate to vital equipment and areas, such as

protection of event-mitigating capabilities and their support.

facilities (e.g., water sources, pumps, switchgear, and cable
runs)

constraints on the vital island concept and compartmental-.

ization requirements

determination of an acceptable final state (hot or cold shutdown),,

the required duration of that state, reliance on outside
assistance, and consideration of normal equipment repair
capabilities

provisions for compensating for vital equipment out of service.

for maintenance

credit for plant-specific features and capabilities, such as.

feed-and-bleed

relevant infomation, data, and recomendations from recent,

staff and contractor studies, as well as from operational
experience relevant to vital equipment and areas

metheds used to protect critical equipment for other purposes,,

such as fire protection.

NUREG-1178 5-1
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The VAC study and its results address light water reactors only. Other
types of reactors will be considered on a case-specific basis, as appropriate.
The VAC conducted the study in accordance with an action plan that had
been approved by the MPRG. (A copy of the approved action plan is
included as Appendix C to this report.) The VAC independently evaluated
all relevant documentation. This review was augmented by 13 briefings

(The briefings
by staff members and contractors on 16 study-)related areas.are summarized in Appendix 0 to this report. The subjects of the
briefings and organizations presenting them were as follows:

Current practices for vital equipment area reviews - NMSS.

Vital equipment and vital area analyses - LANL.

Vital area criteria for the Regulatory Effectiveness Review Program,

- NMSS
The Safeguards Insider Rules - NMSS.

Vital Equipment Detennination Research Study - RES/LANL.

Current definitions and assumptions on vital areas - NRR.

10 CFR 50, Appendix R Fire Protection - NRR.

Generic Issue A-29, "Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction of.

Vulnerability to Sabotage - NRR
Vital area inspection program - IE.

Vital area inspection program: implementation and critique of.

current assumptions and suggested changes - Regions I and II
USI A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements" - NRR.

Precursor Studies of Risk Analysis of Several Known Safeguards.

Events - RES
Nuclear Power Plant Damage Control Measures - RES.

Equipment Requiring ?rotection Under Various Condition Assumptiers -.

NHSS |

'Selected Vital Equipment Assumptions - LANL.

USI A-44, "Station Blackout" - NRR.

i
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6. STUDY RESULTS

6.1 Proposed Vital Equipment / Area Protection Philosophy and Analysis Assumptions

On the basis of its review and evaluation of relevant background informa-
tion, data, and operational experience, the VAC developed an overall
vital equipment / area protection philosophy or goal: to protect as vital
the reactor coolant pressure boundary and one train of equipment --with
the associated piping, water sources, power supplies, controls, and
instrumentation -- that provide the capability to achieve and maintain
hot shutdown.

Implementation of this philosophy would protect a set of safety-related
components rather than protecting all safety-related components. It is
derived from and is consistent with Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 and Appendix
R to 10 CFR 50. Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 defines those structures,
systems and components to be. protected from the effects of earthquakes;
the staff uses this to identify equipment to be protected in design basis
events. Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 addresses fire protection. The proposed
philosophy also builds on the existing defense-in-depth safeguards approach,
which consists of a protected boundary, detenntning specific equipment ;

and areas to be protected as vital, access authorization (minimizing the -

number of people with access to vital equipment), and an assumed shutdown '

capability.

In summary, protecting as vital the reactor coolant pressure boundary and
one train of equipment (with associated piping, water sources, power

i supplies, and instrumentation) that provide the capability to achieve and
maintaH hot shutdown represents an approach to safeguards protection
that is consistent both with the existing regulations for ensuring safety |

'

under design basis earthquake and fire conditions and with the current
approach to safeguards protection. Application of this philosophy will
contribute to the overall program designed to provide a high degree of |

assurance against radiological sabotage, j

After developing this protection philosophy, the VAC re-examined, individ-
i ually and collectively, 16 vital equipment / area assumptions currently
'

used by LANL, and their bases. These assumptions provide the principal
guidance used by safeguards analysts to identify equipment and areas that
require protection against successful radiological sabotage. (The LANL
assumptions are listed in Appendix E.)

This reexamination was based on the three premises defined in Section 4
above. In brief, they are

:

(1) The design-basis threat of radiological sabotage is defined in
10 CFR 73.1(a).

1
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(2) Conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(b)-(h)
provides high assurance of protection against the design-
basis threat. ;

(3) Successful radiological sabotage results in doses in excess
of those defined in 10 CFR 100.

After re-evaluating the current analysis assumptions, in light of the VAC
protection philosophy and these three assumpt;ons, the VAC developed
the revised set of assumptions discussed below. Application of these
assumptions might result in designation of vital equipment different from
that recomended in NUREG-0992, "Report of the Committee to Reviaw
Safeguards Requirements at Power Reactors," dated May 1983, which was
that several specific plant areas or equipment items be protected as
independe9t vital islands.

6.1.1 Assumption 1

For protection against radiological sabotage, the primary coolant pressure
boundary consists of the reactor vessel and reactor coolant piping up to and
including a single, protected, normally-closed isolation valve or protected
valve capable of closure in interfacing systems.

Rationale.

Protection of the primary coolant pressure boundary, as defined,
; ensures that a saboteur cannot cause a loss-of-coolant accident

(LOCA). Thus, this protection precludes the need to protect LOCA-
mitigating equipment. Protection of a single valve is an adequate
barrier for this purpose. Manual action to close a protected valve ;

in an interfacing system is acceptable if that action can be taken i

in time to prevent an unrecoverable condition. Any valves upstream
of a protected valve need not be protected if their failure will not
result in a LOCA.

6.1.2 Assumption 2

Any transient or event that causes significant core damage will result in an
attendant 10 CFR 100 release.

Rationale.

This is a conservative approach that assumes that, except for a
temporary loss of water and/or heat removal capability, the core
must be kept covered with water and decay heat removal capability
must be maintained to preclude core melt. If these conditions are
not met, core melt is assumed. No credit is given for the protec-
tive or mitigating capabilities of the pressure vessel or the con-
tainment. Thus, coie melting is assumed to result in doses in
excess of those defined in 10 CFR 100.-

NUREG-1178 6-2
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6.1.3 Assumption 3
,

, One train of equipment (with the associated piping, water sources, power supplies,
controls, and instrumentation) that provides the capability to perform theI

functions (reactivity control, decay heat removal, and process monitoring) that
are necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown for a minimum of 8 hours from

| the time of reactor trip should be protected as vital. In addition, the major
| components of the reactor coolant makeup system and associated support equipment
| necessary to achieve this goal should be protected as vital.

Rationale

Reactivity control is necessary to achieve and maintain suberitical
reactivity conditions in the reactor. Decay heat removal is necessary
to remove decay heat generated in the core during hot shutdown. Pro-
cess monitoring is necessary to provide direct readings of the process
variables needed to perform, control, and monitor the reactivity con-
trol and decay heat removal.

Fcr those plants where an 8-hour hot shutdown capability without
primary system maktup or alternate power sources cannot be demon-
strated, the major components of those systems necessary to support
reactivity control, decay heat removal, and process monitoring also
must be protected as vital. For example, an alternate power source,
such as a diesol generator, might be necessary to provide power for
process monitoring instruments and for other equipment required for

j achieving and maintaining hot shutdown. Primary makeup water might
i be necessary to compensate for coolant leaked through the main reactor

coolant pump seals and/or for operation of the power-operated relief
valves.

Examples of equipment needed to perform these functions include,
but are not limited to, the following:

NUREG-1178 6-3
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reactivity control control rod scram components and systems (PWRs
andBWRs)

decay heat removal turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump,
including control, water source (e.g., condensate
storage tank), and main steam safety valves
(PWRs)

turbine-driven high pressure core injection (HPCI)
pump, reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) pump,
isolation condenser, including auto start,
control, and safety-relief valves (BWRs)

process monitoring pressurizer pressure and level, steam generator
pressure and level, reactor coolant hot and cold
leg temperature (PWRs)

reactor pressure and level, suppression pool
temperature and level (BWRs)

,

'

reactor coolant makeup charging pump, including water source and motor
and reactor coolant pump control center (PWRs)
seal cooling

support functions diesel generator, including switchgear, cooling,
startup, and controls (PWRs and BWRs)

battery (PWRs and BWRs)

service water ump and motor control center
(PWRs and BWRs

component cooling water pump and motor control
center (PWRs)

6.1.4 Assumption 4

The control room and any remote locations from which vital equipment can be
controlled or disabled (such as remote shutdown panels, motor control centers,
circuit breakers, or local control stations) should be protected as vital areas.

Rationale.

|

Because the equipment necessary to ensure hot shutdown following a )sabotage-initiated transient can be controlled from either the control i

room or local areas, both must be protected as vital, j
i

l
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6.1.5 Assumption- 5

Only the power mode of reactor operation and hot standby (for PWRs) need be
considered as long as all equipment designated as vital for power operation is
maintained as vital in other modes.

Rationale.

Equipment identified as vital from an analysis of the power or hot
standby modes of reactor operation also encompasses that necessary

. to protect against radiological sabotage in other modes. Therefore.
| plant-specific analyses of other modes are not necessary for "ital
| equipment detennination.

Consideratioa was given to a possible exception in the cold shutdown
mode, since the cold shutdown decay heat removal (DHR) system, also
referred to as the residual heat removal (RHR) system, is not required
to be protected as vital for the power or hot standby modes. Because
of the size of the decay heat removal (DHR) system piping (16-inch
diameter) and the capacity of the residual heat removal (RHR) system
pump (5500 gpm), the DHR system could drain the reactor vessel
to hot leg level in less than 11 minutes in case of a DHR LOCA or
uncontrolled containment spray. Without injection flow to the
pressure vessel, the water level in the vessel would drop to the top
of core from the hot leg level in about 15 minutes, and to the
mid-point of the core in about 36 minutes. Therefore, the capability
of isolating a damaged DHR system from the primary coolant pressure
boundary during the cold-shutdown mode is required. This capability
would be ensured by protecting the primary coolant pressure boundary,
which includes the first isolation valve.

Additionally, normal procedures routinely require more than 6 hours
to bring a PWR to cold shutdown after reactor scram. After
reactor shutdown, decay heat rapidly decreases and is less than 0.5%
at the end of 24 hours. Thus, after 24 hours of cold shutdown, less
than 100 gpm of injected water is required to remove the remaining
decay heat. This relatively small flow of water can be obtained from
alternate water makeup sources - - such as the high-pressure injection
system or the charging system, which already is protected. Thus, the
time when significant fuel damage can be realistically caused is very
limited.

,
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Further support for this assumption is based on a recent NRC study
that evaluated 130 total loss-of-DHR events in U.S. PWRs between 1976
and 1983. The durations of these events (before corrective actions
were taken) ranged from less than 1 minute to 2} hours. However,
because of timely corrective actions taken by the operators, no
serious damage resulted from any of these events.

6.1.6 Assumption 6

Off-site power is unavailable.

Retionale.

Off-site power is transmitted by facilities outside the areas pro-
tected and controlled by the licensee. Therefore, the licensee can-
not protect against the external assault defined in the design basis
threat. This assumption is compatible with the basic premise that
equipment not designated and protected as vital is vulnerable to
damage and is not available.

6.1.7 Assumption 7

Random failures do not occur simultaneously with an act of radiological
sabotage. However, the saboteur can take advantage of the unavailability
of equipment during maintenance. Thus, whenever any components or systems
normally protected as vital are inoperable for any period of time, appropriate
compensatory measures (such as stationing guards at alternate locations) must
be taken to ensure the capability to reach and maintain hot shutdown.

Rationale.

The likelihood of a significant random equipment failure occurring
simultaneously with a successful radiological sabotage act is very
small, probably in the same order as the occurrence of an accident
beyond the design basis. Although a saboteur might wait for such an
event before initiating a sabotage act, this situation would require
the saboteur to be in a continuous state of total readiness for in-
definite periods, which seems unlikely. However, a planned maintenance
outage is usually of significant duration and a saboteur can readily ,

learn of the plans for such outages well in advance of their occurrence, i

allowing the saboteur time to implement successful radiological sabo-
tage. Thus, radiological sabotage during unplanned equipment outages
is less likely than during planned maintenance outages.

!
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6.1.8 Assumption 8

Breaks in multiple main steam lines that cannot be isolated lead to 10 CFR 100
!

releases.

Rationale.

The design-basis main steam line break is the unisolable double-ended
rupture of a single main steam line upstream of the main steam line
isolation valves. A licensee's analysis of this design-basis event
must show that the main steam line break mitigating systems can pre-
vent core damage resulting from both the positive reactivity increase
caused by the overcooling transient and the loss of steam generator
tube integrity. It is conservatively assumed that these mitigating!

l systems cannot prevent core damage if a multiple main steam line break
beyond the design basis were to occur. Therefore, three options are
available to licensees: (1) protect all main steam lines, up to and
including the main steam line isolation valves, as vital; (2) protect
all main steam lines, as in (1) above, except the one covered by the
design-basis main steam line break, and protect as vital the mitigating
systems for that line; or (3) provide analyses demonstrating that
sabotage-induced multiple steam line breaks are acceptable and
protect as vital the required mitigating equipment and systems.

6.1.9 Assumption 9

Cable runs in trays and conduit need not be protected as vital unless cables
necessary for safe shutdown capability are individually identifiable and the
identification is reasonably accessible However, cable tenninals or junctions
and areas such as cable spreading rooms, through which large numbers of cables
pass, must be protected.

Rationale.

Generally, it is not feasible for a saboteur to identify individual
cables in cable trays. In some very few instances where individual
cables in trays and conduits are tagged or labeled with coded
identifications, such tags or labels are not readily accessible and
significant effort would be required to trace the code to the actual
cable identity. Thus, even in such cases, positive identification
of specific individual cables is considered to be very difficult and
unlikely. However, for facilities with such individually identified
cables, justification will be required for not protecting the cables
as vital.
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Most licensees, however, have prepared documentation which identifies
cable routings and locations. Therefore, a saboteur might not be able
to identify a specific cable among many in a tray, but he could know
that a certain cable is within a specific tray. Protecting all cable
trays throughout their entire routings ;uld be contrary to the
objective of minimizing access to vita equipment, because designating
large portions of the plant as vital greatly increases the number of
personnel with access to vital areas. The approach that cable runs
in trays and conduit need not be protected requires the acceptance
of some degree of cable vulnerability. However, damage control can
compensate for the loss of cable more readily than it can compensate
for the loss of vital equipment served by these cables.

6.1.10 Assumption 10

Saboteurs may use explosives in amounts that they can carry.

Rationale.

This assumption provides for consideration of protecting, as vital,
massive pieces of equipment (reactor pressure vessel, water tanks)
that could otherwise not be damaged by individuals using conventional
tools and thereby would not warraht protection as vital equipment.
Determination of which equipment needs to be designated vital is
insensitive to the specific amount of explosives that individuals
can carry (see Assumption 11). Implementation of the assumption
to determine which equipment needs to be designated vital does
not require the analyst to consider specifically how much explosives
can be used by the adversary. The goal <as to bound the problem by
characterizing an amount that could be carried, consistent with the
design basis threat, and not require a vehicle.

6.1.11 Assumption 11

No credit is given for equipment not located in vital areas.

Rationale.

Because some single plant areas contain either a common element,
the major elements of an essential system, or elements of multiple
essential systems, and because a saboteur is assumed to have whatever
knowledge is required, once a saboteur enters such an area, there are
no impediments to the successful completion of the radiological sabo-
tage action. Therefore, it is assumed that if a saboteur gets into
a single area containing several pieces of equipment, the saboteur
can disable or manipulate all of the equipment in that. area.

;
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6.1.12 Assumption 12

Following the start of a refueling outage, the spent fuel pool should be proo
tected as vital long enough to ensure that sabotage to the pool cannot result
in a 10 CFR 100 release.

Rationale.

Protection of the spent fuel pool for the specified period of time
immediately following refueling precludes damage to the spent fuel
that would result in unacceptable releases.

.

6.1.13 Assumption 13

The backup suppc.* ting power supply of the Central Alarm Station (CAS) is
essential for continuous operation of CAS in the event of loss of normal power.

Rationale.

The CAS is designated a vital area.by 10 CFR 73.55(e)(1). Its backup
supporting power supply must be protected to assure continuous CAS
operation (1) to provide timely indication of an unauthorized attempt
to enter a vital area, (2) to detect unauthorized penetration of the
protected area, and (3) to assure a means of communicating with the
local law enforcement agencies.

6.2 Impact on Licensed Plants

Generally, implementation of the proposed vital equipment /at a protection
philosophy and analysis assumptions would have a greater impact on facilities
licensed before 1980 than on those licensed since then. The VAC estimates
that the licensees of about one-third of the operating U.S. nuclear power
reactors would not have to protect any equipment beyond that now protected.
Licensees of the other two-thirds of th~e U.S. operating reactors might be
required to classify additional equipment as vital. This equipment would
range from e few items in some plants to many in others.

|
,
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7. RECOMMENDATION

The Vital Area Committee recommends that the proposed vital equipment / area
protection philosophy and analysis assumptions presented in Section 5.1 of
this report be adopted and implemented. However, satisfaction of the
requirements and assumptions of Review Guideline 17, issued in January
1978, should continue to be acceptable as an alternative to this revised
guidance. The Committee believes that these assumptions represent a
comprehensive and consistent approach to determining equipment and areas
to be designated as vital in nuclear power plants and that their applica-
tion will contribute to the overall program designed to provide a high
degree of assurar:ce against radiological sabotage.

,
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APPENDIX A

E00 MEMORANDUM OF MAY 1, 1985 -

ESTABLISHING THE VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY -
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/,$** ***%\ UNITsD STATIs
! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION{ ( ,, j WASHINGTON. o, C. 20955

D..M RAY 011985
...

MEMORANDUM FOR: Victor Ste11o Deputy Executive Director for
Regional Operations & Generic Requirements

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

John G. Davis, Director
Office of Nuclear Material
Safety & Safeguards

Frank J. Miraglia, Deputy Director
Division of Licensing, NRR

Robert F. Burnett, Director
Division of Safeguards, NMSS

James G. Partlow, Director
Division of

Inspection Programs
|

Frank P. Gillespie, Director
|

Division of Risk Analysis & Operations RES

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: VITAL EQti!PMEhT/ AREA GUIDELINES STUDY

The vital area definition process has been evolving since 1978 and has been
addressed in several studies. Recent evaluations of licensees' physical
security plans and site visits have raised questions about the validity of
some of the assemptions and criteria used in the current vital equipment /
area determination process.

In view of the uncertainty involved with the vital equipment / area guidelines,
a need exists to reevaluate the bases and guidelines used to de.termine the
equipment and areas to be protected as vital. Therefore, I am establishing
a study effort to respond to this need. The participants, responsibilities
and milestones are outlined broadly in the . enclosure "Charter, Membership
and Action Plan for Vital Equipment / Area Guidelines Study." This approach j

will ensure coordination and consistency and bring together expertise in;
,

] both the safety and safeguards perspectives, j

i
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The study should be completed and a final report issued within about eight
months.

Eps$WWiamiOltet

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

,

cc: Thomas E. Murley,
Administrator, Region I

J. Nelson Grace,
Administrator, Region II

James G. Keppler,
Administrator, Region III

Robert D. Martin,
,

Administrator, Region IV

John B. Martin,
Administrator, Reg!on V

i
|

i

1

!

!

!

I

|
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ENCLOSURE

CHARTER, MEMBERSHIP AND ACTION PLAN

FOR VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES SWDY I

!. Objective

i This study is intended to cover the entire spectrum of NRC safeguards rules,
guidance, contractor data, etc., as they pertain to vital equipment / area
rules, guidelines and assumptions. A consistent, logical approach to identi-
fying vital equipment / areas for subsequent protection is to be developed.

Consideration shall be given to conditions of nonnal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences, and those transients and accidents of
the types presently considered in the design basis analysis of the plant. '

,

Consideration shall also be given to outage activities to the extent that
loss of operational functions and capabilities impact vital equipment and
areas.

;

!!. Background I

The vital equipment / area guidelines currently in use have evolved as,

,

] follows: o

o 10 CFR 7 .2 defines in general tenns equipment and areas that must
be protected as vital.

3
~

o "Definition of Vital Areas," Revision-1, Review Guideline No.17
1 January 23, 1978 addresses in general tenns the structures, systems

and components that should be protected as vital. It also classifies
vital equipment / areas into two general categories -- Type I and Type

2 !!.

l

i o The LANL Vital Area Analysis Assumptiors are utilized by LANL under
a technical assistance program to indep6ndently identify vital equip--

j ment / areas at power reactors. I

o A Working Group te Improve Vital Area Determination Techniques report
of August 12, 1982, concluded that the techniques in use, subject to

; recoemended modification, provide a reasonable appnach, from a safe-
guards perspective, to identifying vital areas and acsipment. It was

'

: recoemended that a research project be initiated to further refine and
improve the program. The research project is not yet coq 1ete.;

! o NtipEG-0992, M y 1983, prepared by the Comittee to Review Safe-
1 guards Requirements at Power Reactors, endorsed the vital island
i concept and further identified 3 elected items of equipment that
! should be independently protected as vital at all power reactors.
!
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o The Proposed Insider Rule, published for public comer.t bn August U,
1984 would provide fe- the grouping of vital areas into "vital islands"
and require protect',n of vital equipment only to the extent necessary
to interrupt sabota e paths.v

III. Organization

Two groups are estabitshed to carev out the study: A Vital Area
Comittee and a Management Policy (eview Group.

The Vital Area Comittee is chaired by Frank J. Miraglia, NRR. Its
other members are Robert F. Burnett, HMSS; James G. Partlow, IE;
and Frank P. Gillespie, RES.

The Management Policy Review Group is composed of Victor Stello, DEDROGR;
Harold R. Denton, NRR; and John G. Davis, NMSS.

IV. Responsibilities
.

A.11tal Area Comittee
o Recomend a proposed Action plan with milestones and specific milestone |

schedules.

o Reexen.Ine all existing and proposed requirements, assumptions, guide-
lines and their base for deterviining vital equipment and areas; either ,

validate or modify tim appropriately.

o Recnmend a clear, consistent and comprehensive set of guidelines for
determining vital equipment and areas.

o Obtain and integrate necessary supporting expertise in the form of input
to the study effort and coments on drafts, from the line organizations
represented on the Comittee, as well as from other Headquarters Offices,
the Regions and contractors, as appropriate.

o Interact directly with the Management Policy Review Group as necessary to
obtain guidance, direction and concurrence,

o Prepare draft reports with recomendations and supporting bases for
Management Policy Review Group review and approval.

B. Management Policy Review Group

o Approve the Action Plan, its milestones and schedules,

o Meet periodically, as necessary and appropriate, with the Vital Ares
Comittee to provide broad policy direction and guidance for the conduct
of the study and to discuss the study status, plans, progress and
problems.

o Approve and issue the final report to the EDO.
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V. Preliminary Action Plan j
'The following proposed Action Plan broadly delineates the major tasks and

milestone schedule for accomplishing the specified effort.. It will be
further refined by the Vital Area Comittee and approved by the Manage-
ment Policy Review Group. |

(1) Initial meeting of the Vita. Area Comittee to fonnalize the approach,
identify needed resources and develop the schedule.

Target Date: Week 0

(2) Vital Area Comittee and supporting staff meet in working sessions
to develop preliminary recomendations with rationale and justifica-
tion. Interacts with other Offices and staff and with the Management
Policy Review Group as necessary and appropriate. Preliminary recomenda-
tions presented to the Management Policy Review Group.

Target Date: Week 17

(3) Management Policy Review Group reviews preliminary findings and provides'

guidance /recomendations to the Vital Area Comittee.

Target Date: Week 20
,

(4) Vital Area Comittee integrates recommendations into draft vital equip-
ment / area guidelines report. Draft report completed.

Target Date: Week 25

(5) Draft report circulated for coments and concurrence from all cognizant
Offices. Coments/ concurrence received.

Target Date: Week 30

(6) Vital Area Comittee prepares final report for Management Policy Review
Group approval. Management Policy Review Group submits final report

4

to the EDO. I

Target Date: Week 36
| 1
.

'

1 l

.

I
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW GUIDELINE 17 AND REGULATORY GUIDE 1.29
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/I * *' % g umrao :TATes
! ; NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
{ j WASHINGTON, D. C,20666

\...../
JAN 2 31378

MEMORANDUM FOR: Reactor Safeguards Licensing Brancht

Members, DOR

FROM: Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, DOR ,

SUBJECT: DEFINITION OF VITAL AREAS, REVISION 1 -
REVIEW GUIDELINE NO. 17

Enclosed is Review Guideline Number 17, i.e., the

revised definition of vital areas.

t

'hkha . .,

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Reactor Safeguards Licerising

Branch, DOR

Enclosure:
As stated

|
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DEFINITION 0F
i

VITAL AREAS AND EQUIPMENT j

'

Revision 1

I, :

i A. Applicable Sections of 10 CFR 73 ,

73.55 (c)(1):

"The licensee shall locate vital equipment only within a vital area,
; ;

which in turn, shall be located within a protected area such that !

access to vital equipment requires passage through at least two '

i

physical barriers of sufficient strength to meet the performance
,

requirements of paragraph (a) of this section. More than one vital ;

4 :

; area may be located within a single protected area." }
;

) 73.2 (h):

"Vital area means any area which contains vital equipment within a

structure, the walls, roof, and floor of which constitute physicali

i

barriers of construction at least as substantial as walls as described

inparagraph(f)(2)."

73.2 (1):

"Vital equipment means any equipment, system, device, or material

failure, destruction, or release of which could directly or indirectly'

i endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.
I Equipment or systems which would be required to function to protect
i

j public health and safety following such failure, destruction or

release are also considered to be vital."

| NUREG-1178 B-2
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B. Assumptions and Definitions

In the application of these regulations to a typical LWR plant, the

following considerations and assumptions are made:

1. Paragraph 73.55 (c) requires vital equipment to be enclosed

by two barriers. The combination of barriers, in con. junction

with other components of the security system, must provide a

sufficient delay to an intrusion to meet the performance require-

mentsof73.55(a).
2. To "endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation"

requsres a significant off-site release of radioactivity. For

LWR's the following sources of significant quantities of radio-

activity should be considered:

a. The reactor core,
1

b. Spent fuel,

Radwaste systems, if the total radwaste inventory is greaterc.
<

than nxC, where:

n is the ratio of the applicable dose guideline of 10 CFR

100 to the dose computed for accidental releases in

Chapter 15 of the FSAR, and
1

e istherelease(curies)assumedintheaccidental
i

release calculation of the FSAR.
{

3. Vital Areas fall into two general categories: |
a. Type I vital areas, i.e., those areas wherein successful

sabotage can be accomplished by compromising or destroying

,

'
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the vital systemsM or components located within this area.

(By definition, an area containing systems or components ;

whose failure or destruction results in a direct release

is a Type I vital area.)

b. Type II vital areas, ie., those areas which contain systems
'

or components whose failure or destruction would lead to,

successful sabotage only in conjunction with additional

sabotage activity in at least one other, separateE vital

area. (Safety related equipment designed to mitigate the

| consequences of failures of other systems usually falls

into this category.)

4. When classifying vital equipment as Type I or II, the following

assumptions apply:

a) The concurrence of violent natural phenomena with a security
.

,

contingency need not be considered. |,

|
b) Random (accidental) failure of equipment concurrent with a j

security contingency need not be considered. However, a

security contingency during routine or planned outages of

equipment, as permitted by the technical specifications,

must be considered.

1/ "System" refers to all components, mechanical and electrical, includ,
ing piping, cabling, power supply, and other support systems to carry
out the design function provided by the system.i

i

2f For the purpose of this discussion, a vital area may be considered
"separate" if it is separated from the area under consideration by|

: a barrier or distance sufficient to delay the saboteur's access long
enough to demonstrate intcrception and engagement by the security
rtisponse force.

NUREG-1178 B-4;
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c) Loss of off-site power must be assumed since it is

impractical to protect transmission lines against sabotage.
C. Discussion

The definition of vital equipment, 73.2 (1), includes equipment

whose failure would lead to a direct release, as well as equipment

required to function for the protection of public health and safety

following a postulated sabotage attack. This is analagous to the

definition of safety-related equipment, which includes primary

fission product barriers, as well as the systems required to mitigate

the consequences of a breach of the barrier. Therefore, essentially
,

all safety related equipment must be considered vital. In order to

avoid duplication of safety analyses, the systems listed in Reg. Guide

1.29 should be considered vital.

It should be noted that a facility which provides sufficient delay

time to pemit interruption of the external threat of 1(a)(1) at

all vital area barriers, and for which adequate protect',n against

the insider threat of l(a)(2) is provided for all vital areas would

meet the requirements of 73.55 without the designation of any

Type ! Vital Areas. In practice, however, it is to the licensee's

advantage to segregate vital areas into Type I and II, in order to

take credit for the fact that a saboteur could not achieve successful

sabotage in Type II vital areas without penetrating additional barriers.

NUREG-1178 B-5
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;

,

:

D. Review Guidelines
:

) 1. All systems listed in Reg. Guide 1.29 as "Seismic Category I"

are considered vital. (A sound technical basis must be pro- '

2

$ vided by the licensee for any deviation from this list.)

2. Type ! Vital Areas should be identified by the licensee, using
,

the definitions and assumptions listed in B. If Type ! Vital

Areas are not identified by the licensee, the list provided in
,

the Appendix may be used as guidance. ;

3. High assurance protection against the external and internal

threat must be provided for all Type I Vital Areas. This
i

requires a demonstration that any external Type I vital j

barriers provide sufficient delay to the extertial threat

j (l(a)(1)) to permit a timely engagement by the armed response

; force, and appropriately restricted access controls, controls

j of activity, or other methods of protection against the insider,
a

| to meet the internal threat (l(a)(2)). For Type II Vital Areas,
1

a combination of multiple barriers, each of which meets the

| requirements of 73.2(f)(2) or its equivalent, and the associated

individual access controls, provides high assurance protection

against the external and internal threat.,

1

i

1

|

|

1

|
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Appendix

SAMPLE LIST OF TYPE I VITAL AREAS

:

1. Primary containment '

| 2. Containment electrical and piping penetration areas

3. Control room

4. Cable spreading room

5. Primary shutdown system (if outside containment)j

6. All areas associated with one complete decay heat removal system
(includingallnecessarysupports
cooling, and lubricating systems 4)ystems, e.g., power supply,

L

7. Battery rooms (including battery charger areas) ;
,

i
P

l

{

i

[

5

|

1
1 i

!
<

E

.

4

,
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Raision 2
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Febru ary 1976

REGULATORY GUIDE
OFFICE OF STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

REGULATf.'RY GUIDE 1.29

SEISMIC DESIGN CLASSlFIC ATION

A. INTRODUCTION nuclear power p!anu that thos.;d be des. ped to with-

stand the effects of the SSE. f
General Deugn Cn erion 2.*Dnign Bues for Protec. 3. Digt sloN

tion Against Natural Phenornena, of Appendix A. '."Central Deugn Cotens for Nuclear Power Mants," to Afin neewing a St of4pbcat ons for con.10 CFR Pari 50,"Ucensing of Producuen and Utahaa,
.c'aar pc.ing hensu for boilms and

-

suudon purruu a o; guon P.ctboes," requires that nuclear power plant on plants, the NRC staff
structures. system' and components tmportant to safety pununnd wau

has denloped a Q Kgn clauttkauon sysum forbe designed to .1thstand the effects of sarthquakes idenufying tacas plant Casturn that shuuld be dengnedwithout lou of capab6bty to perform their safety to =1thstand'A.Wfech of the SSE. Those structures,
' " " * " * " ' systerrgwd hm)ir,ents that should be desagned te

umam a he 55 oc un an bon onag-
AppendJs B,"Quahty Auurance Cntena for Nuclear

Po*tt Pla.nis and Fuel Reptoceanns Planu." to 10 CFR " $Y' C'''I*#) l' |
Part 50 estabhthen quabty auurance reqwrements for .c C. REGULATORY POSITION I

;
,

the deup, construction,and o erstion of nuclear power
i

or raattgate the consequences of postulated act
, h.$ g,gplant structures, systems. and cornponents that prenn,t,

'

gy y ,y, g,
ts of a nuclear power pl.nt, sncludmg their founda.

that ould cause undue nsk to the health and saf(y of tions and supports. are designated as Seistruc Cate:ory I
the pubbc. The pertinent requirements of B and should te designed to withstand the effecu of the
apply to all acuvices affeettng the safety 4 iSE and remaan funcuonal The pertinent quabty
uons of those structures systems,and co nenu anurance reqwrements of Appendis B to 10 CFR Part

50 should be appbed to. all utivities affecting the
Appendat A. **5etsmic and Geologie L stena safety.related functions of these structures.systerns,andfor Nuclear Power Mants " to 10 CFR Part 100,

"Reactor Site Cntena," requyas that all nuclear power componenu,

.11_the Safe Shutdo.fi s. TM nutor chi pnuun boundar'y,planu be designed so tg%M n, systems, andEarthquake (55E) occurs,
components importa4to 1 misty remam furicuonal.
These plant featuttp are bse wcenary to ensure (1) b. The reactor core and reactor venal mtemals.
the tniegnty of theritactoNoolant preuure boundary.
(2) the capabQttf teht dann the reactor and mamtam c. Systems' or portaons of systems that are
it m a ufe insidaem codtion. or (3) the capabthty to eequired for (1) emergency core coobng. (2) postacci.
prevent.or tr.Ng6e the consequences of accidents that dent containment heat removal, or (3) pontaccident
could roult m pEtecual offsite eaposures comparable to
the guidebne exposures of 10 CFR Part 100. 'Tu spitem kundary met.sn an ponions of om erina

f u .taon a ndretured to accomp62 LM specifard safety n

connected pipes up to sad ecludes de far et et etacive.ng a
This guade ducnbei an acceptable rnethod ofidenu. .afeir er en f en thai . Ger norren, cesee e capaus

fying and claulfymg those features of bght wateracooled of automat c clows e ten me safety fvacuea u tes. eta.

u1.eaC R4 GVtaTCRv GWIOt5 c.****.a *** ~ se. m e. t... e wa

- . . . - . . ~ . . . . . . - . . . . *;;~;;,8 ---~ ~~~ * e = *~ *-a -+ ~~- ~
,.c..-..-.

* *7.*.r*.*.*.*.' ~ * * .:* " .~.7:* .~ '.*. *".O*:.' *.'." *.*2:
'"--~*~~~~~--~~*a-

.. .. . ,a . . . . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . . .-
..

.. . .~ .. ,, . . , , , , , , , . , , , , . . , , , ,
. . . ~ , , , , , , . . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,-~...-......:--~

~. ,,, - . , ,-
' " ~ ~ ~ " * " * * " * " " * ' ' ' " * ** *::~~1. "*10".|'; :~ 7.* *."*".;; *.'. " *"."."./T!::'"

.

'.:*.".!.!::'..?.7 "!.':'. *.*:7*'*;.*.*:".4*'t. . !*::1";T:''." ""*l1."*."". *.* '.*"a' *: " **.T:*.0CC'.".'L***.**'o?.
.. ...~... ._. -..s......
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'

i

containment atmosphere . cleanep (e g , hydrogen re- n. The control room, meludmg its auociated wtal
moral system). equiprnent, coobng systems for wtal equapment, and hfe

support systerns, and any structures or equipment insided. Systems, or portions of systems that are e, outside of the control room whose fadute could resultrequired for (1) tenctor shutdo n, (2) itsidual heat
in incapacitating injury to the occupants of the control

removal, or (3) cochng C . pent fuel stor p pool, room.8

e. Those portions of the steam systems of botting
wster teactors exten&ng from the outermost contain, o. Pnmary and ucondary reactor cor.tunment.
ment isolation valve up to but not incluing the turbine
stop valve, and connected piping of 21/2 iniches or p. Systems,' other than raioacuve waste manage. t .
larpt norrunal pipe uze up to and including the first ment systems,3 not covered by items 1.a through 1.0 I
valve that is either normally clued or capable of above that contain or may contain ra6cactive matettal
automatic closure dunng all modes of normal reactor and whose postulated fadute would result in conserva.
operation. The turbine stop valve should be deugned to tively calculated potential offute doses (usng mete-

'

withstand the SSE and maintain its integrity. orology as presenbed by Regulatory Guide 1.3, "As.
sumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radio.

f. Those portions of the steam and feedwater Icycal Consequences of a 1.ms of Coolant Accident for
systems of pressunted water reactors extending from Botting Water Reactors," arid Regulatory Guide 1.4,
and incluing the secondary side of steam generators up "Auurnptions Used for Eva!usting the Potental Rado-
to and teclu&ng the outermust containment isolation logical Consequences of a 1.oss of Coolant Accident for
valves, and connected piping of 21/2 inches or larger Pressurized Water Reactors") that are more than 0.5 rem
norrunal pipe uze up to and inclu&ng the first val" to the whole body or its equival:nt to any part of the
(melu&ng a safety or rebef valve) that is either normally body,
closed or capable of automatic closure dunng allmodes
of normai reactor operauon.

q. The Class IE electric systems, incluing tne
3. Cochng water, component cooling, and auxaj. auxiliary systems for the onute electne power suppbes,

lary feedwater systems' or portions of these systems, that prowde the ernergency electnc power needed for
includmg the intake structures, that are required for (1) functionmg of plant features included in itema 1.s
emergency core coobng,(2) postaccident contamtnent through 1.p above,
heat remonl (3) postact 'ent contamment atmosphere
cleanup,(4) reudual heat removaj from the reactor, or
(5) coohng the spent fuel storage pou.. 2. Those portions of structures, systems, or compo-

nenu whuse conunued function is not required but
h. Coobng water and seal water systeins' or whose failure could reduce the functiorung of any plant

portions of these systems that are required for funcuen- featun mum M mms La through Lq akw to an
ing of reactor coolant system components important to unacceptable safety lew) should be deugned and con.

safety.such as reactor coolant pumps. structed so that the SSE would not cause tucn failure.

i. Systems' or port ons of systems that are re- J. Setstruc Category I deugn requirements should
quired to supply fuel for emergency equipment, extend to the first senmic restraint beyond the defined

boundaries. Those portions of structures, systems, or
j. All elecinc and mechanical dences and circuitry components that forminterfaces between Seamic Cate.

between the process and the mput terrrenals of the gory I and non Seismic Category I features should be
actuator systems mvolnd in generating unnals that deugned to Seismic Category t tequarernents.
stuttate protectivt action.

4. The pertment quahty auurance requirements ofL Systems' or portions of systems that are
required fot (1) momtorms of systems important to Appen&x B to 10 CFR Part 50 should be apphed to all

safety and (2) actuauon of systems important to safety, act nties affecting the safety related funcuons of those
poruons of structures, systems,and components coveied

I. The spent fuel storage pool structure,includmg under Regulatory Posiuons 2 and 3 abow.

the fuel racks. -

* Lanes indacate substanuve changes from pronous mue.
The reactivity control systems, e 3., corttrol s wheren practacat, structures and eguemeni .neis ramerrt

rods, control rod drives, and boron injecuon system, could possibly ca uw such inrvrne 6houte be relocated or
separated to the entent requeed to elAnunate this possNaty.

'Specafic guidance en estamic requirements fes raisoecuve =aste
'$.e footnote 1 p.1.29 l. management systemsis undet devolerment.

1.29 2
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ACTION PLAN HEMORANDUM OATED JULY 1, 1985
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# 'g UNtTED STATES
! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i .f msmorow o.c.rosu

'+..,,,* July 1, 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR: Victor Stello, Deouty Executive Director
for Regional Operations and Generic Requirements

Farold R. Denton, Director
Office of Fuclear Peactor Regulation

John G. Davis, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety ard Sefecuards

FROM: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman
Vital Area Committee

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA Gll!DELINES STilDY ACTION PlfP

References: 1. Mercrandun from William J. Dircks, "Vital Equipment / Area
Guidelines Study," dated May 1, 1925,

2. Menorandum from Frank J. Miraglia, "Vital Eouipment/ Area
Guidelines Study Ac, tion Plan," dated May 21, 1985.

3. Pemorandum from Frank J. Miraglia, "Vital Equipment / Area
Guidelines Study Revised Action Plan," dated June 17, 1985.

Based upon discussions at our meetings with the Management Policy Review
Group on June 4 and June 25 and further consideration by the Vital Area
Comittee, we have redified and finalized the action plan to reflect your
guidance and recomendations. We plan to proceed with the study in
6ccordance with this action olan, whicn is enclosed, unless you direct us
otherwise.

We will reet with you again in late July to review our progress and
status.

Frank J. Miraolia, Chaiman
Enclosure: Vital Area Cemittee
As stated

cc w/enclesure:
T. Murley, Administrator, Region !
J. Nelson Grace Adninistrator, Region II
R. Burnett, Director, Division of

Safeguards, NMSS,
J. Pertlow, Director, Division of

Inspection Programs IE
F. Gillespie. Director, Division of

Risk Analysis and Operations, RES

NUREG-1178 C-1
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'

!

! ENCLOSURE
,

'

:
i

'

i VITAL E0VIPF.NT/ AREA GilTDFLIFES STUDY

| ACTION PLAN

|
; '

', Objectives of Study

Develop a cceprehensive and consistent set of recomended assumptions,
perfomance criteria and guidance, in a report to the EDO, for detemining

; vital enttiperent/ areas in nuclear power plants. The assumptions and guidance,

|
should:

.

1. Consider conditions of normal operation, including anticipated
i operational occurrences, and those transients and accidents of the types

presently considered in the design basis analysis of nuclear power -
plants;

2. Consider outage activities to the extent that loss of cperational
functices and cepabilities during outages impacts vital equipment;'

| 3. Re readily applicable to identification of required vital eeuiptrent and
areas on a case-by-case basis; and

4. Have review and concurrence of all cognizant offices.
>

1 Preliminary Rasic Assumptions

The Vital Area Comittee (VAC) has established the followico basic assur:ptions
at the inception of the study. These assumptions will be reexamined and

I changed, if necessary and with MPRG approval, as the study proceeds.

1. The design basis threat of radiological sabotage is as defined in
10 CFP 73.1(a).

{ 2. Confomance with the recuirements of 10 CFP 73.55(b)-(h) provides
j high assurance of prntection against the design basis threat. This

recognizes that the Cnrr.ission is considering improved access control
7
: relevant to 10 CFR 73.55(d).
4

| 3. Successful radiological sabotage results in doses in excess of those
i defined on 10 CFR 100. The study will consider protection against

radic1ccical sabotage only and will not address non-radiological'

sabota ge.
<

j Scope of Study

| The Vital Area Committee (VAC) will:

! 3. Peview all regulations, guidance, definitions, assumptions and criteria
currer+.ly in effect related to detemination of vital equipment andi

| areas;

NUREG-1178 C-2
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?. Detemine the present status of the application of the items in (H
ebeve to various vintages of plants to establish what staff practice has
been and is at present w'th respect to approving designated vital eouir-
rient and areas; :

3. Identify any deficiencies, ambiguities, inconsistencies and other
problems in the present regulatory approach;- _

!
;

4 Reviev end evaluate recent and current staff proposals, proposed rules,
etc., as they relate to and impact vital equipment and areas. For -

exar:ple, this would include the following- '

,

a. Protection of event miticeting capabilities and their support
facilities; e.g., water sources, pumps, switchgear, cable runs;

b. Constraints on vital island concept and compartmentalization
requirer'ents ,

!

! c. Acceptable final state (hot vs. cold shutdown), recuired duration
! of that state, reliance on outside assistance, and consideration of
j nomal equipment repair capabilitiest
)
: d. Provisions for compensating for vital equipment which is out cf

|! service for maintenance;
>

$ e. Credit for plant-specific features and capabilities such as feed-
and . bleed;

i f. Information, data and recorrendations from recent staff and
j contractor studies as et 1 as operational experience relevant to1

vital equipment and areas; and
:

.! g. Methods used te protect critical equipment for other purposes, such
; as fire protection.

i Study Methodology
1

The followino approach is plerned for Vital Area Comittee information andi
'

data acquisition and assessment:
:

; 1. Independent VAC review and evaluation of all relevant decurentation; and

2. A series of briefings to the VAC by staff and NRC contractnrs, as
j outlined in Attachment 1 (note that these briefings have been errpleted),
1

i Schedule

i The attached floure (Attachment 2) shnws the milestones and target dates for
the first phase of the study which will produce preliminary recomendations
to the Management Policy Review Group (MPRG). The balance of the study will

! involve obtaining necessary concurrences of the recomendations and preparing
j a report,

t
,

s. !

j NUREG-1178 C-3
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ATTACHMENT 1

,

BRIEFING SCHEDULE FOR VITAL AREA COMMITTEE

|

Session 1 - Ptau P1, lePF, 10:00 a.m. Room ??42 Air Richts

Current practices for pre-licensing vital area reviews - NMSS*

LANL vital area analyses - LANL*

Vital area criteria for RER reviews - l' MSS !*

Sumery of Insider Rule - NMSS |
*

Session ? - May 30, 1985, 9:00 a.m. Room P-42? Phillips

RES/LANL vital area study - LAFL*

Evaluation of current definitions and assumptions on vital areas - FPP/DSI*

Appendix R. Fire Protection - NRR/DSI"

Generic Issue A-29, "Nucleer Power Plant Design for the Reduction of*

Vulnerability to Sabotage - NRR/DSI
Vital area inspection program - IE*

Vital area inspection procram implementatfor eed critique of current j
*

assumptions and suggested changes - Recions ! & I!

Session 3 - June 6, 1985, 9:00 a.m. Room P 422 Phillips

UST A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements" - NRR/ DST"

Review of "Precursor Studies of Pisk Analysis of Several Known*

Safeguards Events" - RES
Peview of "Nuclear Power Plant Damage Control Measures" - RES"

,

NUREG-1178 C-4
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5
Schedule For Initial Phase of Study

=

Week of

Actfvity M June July August September

6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29 5 I? 19 76 7 9

Initial VAC Meetino e

Finalize Study
Action Plan e

W RG Approves
*Actice Plan

*
Revfew of Pelevant

Documentation

Briefings to VAC

Develop Assumption
and Guideline

Reconsmendations

Preliminary
Reconsnendat1ons *

Presented to MPRC

VAC Meetings with MPRG e e e e

VAC Working Sessions eeoe,, , , , , , ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ -



APPENDIX 0

SUMMARY OF BRIEFINGS TO THE VITAL AREA COMMITTEE
i

I

i

l

1

|

1

,

I

|

f
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In a series of 13 briefings delivered to the Vital Area Committee (VAC)
between May 21 and September 12, 1985 NRC staff members and contractors from
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) augmented the VAC review to determine
what vital equipment and which vital areas in nuclear power plants required
protection against radiological sabotage. Each of 11 briefin
individual subject. Two of the briefings (Briefing 6 and 10)gs discussed andiscussed 3 and
2 subjects, respectively. Each of the briefings is sumarized br aw.

1. Current Practices for Vital Equipment / Area Reviews

D. Kasun (NMS$j, M3y 21, 1985

This briefing)gave the history of the review of vital equipment as defined in10 CFR 73.2(1 and Review Guideline 17, which require that essentially all
safety-related equipment be considered vital. Some of the early plans protected
only Type I equipment and areas (those where a single successful act of
sabotage could lead directly to a 10 CFR 100 release). Other plans did not
identify LOCA-mitigation or emergency power as vital. Many plans did not
specify onsite water sources as vital. Because of such variability in applica-
tion of the guidance, NRC contracted with LANL in 1978 to perform a vital area
program review.

From 1980 to 1983, NRC required applicants to follow Review Guideline 17,
' essentially without deviation, except that during this period, the rtaff

accepted vital equipment designations approved prior to 1980 on first units ;

for subsequent units at multi-unit sites.

Since June 1983, all plans for plants being licensed have been in full
compliance with Review Guideline 17, which means that essentially all
safety-related equipment is protected as vital. The SER is used to
identify safety-related systems and components and applicants' pitis are
required to demonstrate that this equipment is located in vital areas.

Other relevant current practices require that barriers to vital areas be
solid and substantial, and completely enclose the vital equipment. Seismic
Category I reinforced concrete water tanks inside protected areas are
accepted as is. Accessible openings are not pemitted.

Devitalization of certain areas is pemitted when the reactor is in the
cold shutdown condition. However, the control room, containment, alarm
stations, and emergency power, water, and RHR equipment necessary to main-
tain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition are not devitalized. The
spent fuel pools are normally classified as vital areas.

2. Vital Equipment / Area Protection History and Assumptions
1

R. Haarman (LANL) May 21, 1985 ),

The development of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) vital area program
and its implementation were outlined. The SETS Code, developed by Sandia
National Laboratory, and the generic fault trees were described. Both were
developed for use in the vital area analysis program. |

NUREG-1178 D-1
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1 The LANL vital area analysis involves a preliminary detailed review of the
FSAR. The site is then visited by a Los Alamos team for further specific,

4

review. The field data are reduced into computer input and used to tailor the .

'

generic fault tree to the site-specific data. A computer analysis is then
| conducted using the SETS and fault tree techniques to define the minimum

equipment required to be protected as vital. After a review and check for
|

| accuracy and consistency, the results are submitted to the staff. ;

j 3. Vital Area Criteria for the RER Program
t

B. Mendelsohn (NMSS), May 21, 1985

The objectives of the Regulatory Effectiveness Review (RER) program were outlined. <

They are to: (1) validate the LANL vital area analysis, (2) assess implemented
security system effectiveness, (3) assess contingency response capabilities,

guards issues, and (6) guards interfaces, (5) identify potential generic safe-(4) assess safety / safe
validate the regulatory base.

4

The process of the RER involves a preliminary analysis of site data, followed -

i by an onsite review and a documentation of the results. The post-review
phase involves identification of needed changes to LANL finalization of1

,

draft vital area definitions, review by NRR and transmittal of the findings ;

3

1
to the licensee for consideration and appropriate action.

Program concerns were identified with respect to the regulatory basis, i.e.,;

i the ambiguity of the 10 CFR 73.2 definition of vital equipment and the implemen-
tation of the minimum protection set under the current rule. The use of RER !

reports by licensees as bases for 10 CFR 50.54 security plan changes and the
possibility of diminished security effectiveness if too much equipment is
designattd as vital equipment were also identified as program concerns. ;,

>

!

1 Suggestions for changes to the LANL vital area modeling assumptions were also
made.

]

| 4. The Safeguards Insider Rules
J

P. Dwyer (NMSS), May 21, 1985

The components, access authorizations, pat-down search, and miscellaneousa

amendments of the current Safeguards Insider Rulemaking package were presented
and discussed. The "vital island" concept also was discussed.

;

Some of the stated advantages of the vital island concept include: reduced
obstacles to emergency access / egress and protection of co-located vital
equipment using existing comon barriers.

!

! As a result of public coment and other considerations regarding the Safeguards
| Insider Rules, the following actions have been planned or taken: (1) the

NUMARC proposal for an industry-regulated access authorization program is<

j being considered by the Comission as an alternative to the rulemaking and (2)
| the vital island concept was deleted from the Miscellaneous Amendments pending
I completion of the vital equipment / area study and the recommendations of the
1 Vital Area Comittee,

i

HUREG-1178 0-2
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5. The Vital Equipment Determination Research Study

P. Pan and A. Neuls (LANL), May 30, 1985

The categorization and status of the following 12 research topics were discussed.

(1) Identifying individual safety-related cables

(2) Disabling complete cable trays

(3) Disabling systems needed during shutdown or refueling conditions

(4) Discbling sensor systems, instrumentation and non-safety-related
control syste:ns

(5) Treating spatially extended systems and components (i.e., piping,
elec uical distribution, and hesting, ventilation, and air con-
ditioning(HVAC) systems)

(6) Scenarios involving air tystems

(7) Disabling electrical equ'.pment by grounding or lifting of grounds

(8) Relating best-estimate r,nalyses of plant responses te systems
failures tc the corresconding Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR,;
analyses

(9) Effective inclusion of random events, such as anticipated trans-
ients, in fault-tree methodologies

(10) Possible system failures after which stable hot shutdown cannot
be maintat W. indefinitely

(11) Considering the use of non-safety-related equipment, unanalyzed
procedures, or operator ingenuity to recover from system failures

(12) Reactor protection system vulnerability

Of these 12 research topics, LANL considers only the first one resolved.
The LANL analysis of the cable identification assumption 6nalysis included
reviews of plant documentation and interviews of plant, construction, and vendor
personnel at several operating plants. The results show that, with very few
exceptions, +.he individual cables cannot be identified in cable trays, and
that the issue of cable identification has no impact on current fault tree
modeling of ast.umptions.

LANL is still reviewing the remaining eleven vital area topics.
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6. (a) Current Definitions and Assumotions on Vital Areas
'

i (b) 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Fire Protection

(c) Generic Issue A-29, "Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction
of Vulnerability to Sabotage

J. Wermiel and A. Singh (NRR), May 30, 1985
,

'

The discussion included an approach to identifying vital equipment which pro-
tects the reactor coolant pressure boundary and one train of equipment needed
for achieving hot shutdown, assuming loss of offsite power. This approach was3

explained in the context of the 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, post-fire safe shutdown
requirements, wherein hot shutdown is to be achieved independent of postulated .

!
fire damage in any plant area.

'

Additional considerations were discussed pertaining to vital areas, including:
(1) Alternate or remote shutdown panels should always be considered as vital'

'

equipment since shutdown capability independent of the control room must be
j available and (2) when a vital component is inoperable for maintenance for

longer than a few hours, a backup component should be available and temporarily'

'

protected as vital in order to maintain one train for shutdown at all times.

I Generic issue A-29, which is evaluating various system designs, plant layouts
) and safeguards alternatives for effects on reducing vulnerability to sabotage

in new and old plants was also discussed.'

7. The Vital Area Inspection Program

| L. Bush (IE), May 30, 1985 r

The inspection procedures for identifying vital eg'.ripment/ areas are primarily
based upon the comitments contained in the licensws' security plans. The
inspectors verify through onsite inspections that the equipe.ent and arec+
designated as vital are afforded the level of protection required by the

{
approved security plans and the regulations.

,

j IE is in the process of developing a training program for regional inspection
staff personnel in the methodologies used in the identifying vital systems,'

j equipment, and areas requiring protection.

8. The Vital Area Inspection Program: Implementation and Critique of'

Current Assumptions and Suggested Changes
a

T. Martin and G. Smith (RI); K. Barr (RII), May 30, 19853

1

j The various approaches to protecting vital equipment / areas taken by licensees
j in Regions I and 11 were discussed. The number of areas in nuclear power
1 plants designated as vital ranges between 3 and 22. Enveloping

areas with some compartmentalization are generally used. It was suggested
that consideration be given to protecting only certain key vital areas in
conjunction with use of the "two-man" rule.

,
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l Concerns were discussed about lack of consistency in ideatifying vital equipment / -

| areas at recently licensed plants. On a generic basis, Region II agreed with ;

; the vital island concept contained in the proposed Safeguards Insider Rules ;

J package. This approach, along with a more stringent access authorization ;

i program, would go a long way toward resolving the Region !! concerns.
'

1
,

9. USI A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements" (
) A. Marchese (NRR), June 6, 1985

i

,
The specific objectives of this unresolved safety issue (USI) resolution program, i

j which were outlined, include: (1) determination of the safety adequacy of decay ,
'

j heat removal in existing nuclear power plants for achieving both hot shutdown
and cold shutdown; (2) evaluation of the feasibility of alternative methods for ;

'

improving decay heat removal, including diverse alternatives dedicated to decay
heat removal; (3) assessing the value and impact of the most promising alterna- '

tive methods; and (4) developing a plan for implementing new licensing require-i

ments for decay heat removal, including developing a comprehensive and con-
,

i sistent set of decay heat removal requirements. |

; Some general findings have revealed that co-locating redundant safety equip- |
ment and support systems in relatively large open compartments ,nrovides a -

|
variety of opportunities for adverse insider activities.

} Some sabotage countermeasures were discussed, ranging from procedure changes
i and equipment modifications to independent decay heat removal systems. A |

! summary of European experience provides evidence that, in the long run, it is i
| more economical to construct an independent dedicated system than to make pece- ;

"

; meal changes throughout the plant.
!
: 10. (a) frecursor Studies of Risk Analysis of Several Known Safeguards Events

,

(b) iuclear Power Plant Damage Control Measures
I i

P. Ting (RES), June 6, 1985 |

Eleven safeguards events selected by NMSS were discussed from an accident |
sequence precursor standpoint to provide an estimate of the contribution of !

these deliberate acts to the susceptibility of operating power reactors to ,

severe core damage. |

All 11 events, as reported, were considered benign from the standpoint of I

potential severe core damage. Information concerning intent of the person !

causing each event is unknown, and hence the likelihood of additional deliberate ;

acts as a part of each event cannot be estimated. !

The main objectives of damage control measures for sabotag)e mitigation are:(1) to restore or maintain a functional capability and (2 to extend time avail- 1

able to restore a capability lost as a result of sabotage. Some of the damage |
control measures considered included using existing systems in normal or alter- !

nate modes of operation, i.e., required equipment in-place and system-level !

design changes. Conventional damage control measures were not considered. i

|
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Some examples of types of systems-level design changes considered for PWRs and
BWRs include:

System Modification

High-pressure coolant Modify for suppression pool feed-and-bleed
injection (BWRs) cooling

Safety injection Cross-connect to substitute for
systee (PNRs) AFW system

'

Some conclusions drawn from the review of the research projects indicate
that:

(1) Damage control is not a stand-alone safeguards measure for sabotage
mitigation but can be an effective part of an integrated safeguards
system.

(2) Many desige features to facilitate damage control are not included in
current plants. ,

(3) Systems used for damage control must be protected as vital.

11. Eguipment Requiring Protection Under Various Condition Assumptiont

J. Wermiel (NRR); B Mendelsohn and D. Kasun (NMSS), August 1, 1985 I

In support of the Vital Area Comittee's evaluation of the current vital equip-
ment / area analysis assumptions, supplementary briefings by NRR and NMSS staff
were made in a number of areas related to system response to sabotage.

NRR identified the equipment in one train needed for hot and cold shutdown.
For cold shutdown, only certain RHR-related equipment is needed beyond that
required for hot shutdown. It was also noted that there is no difference
between equipment needed to maintain hot shutdown for 24 hours and that required
to maintain shutdown for 8 hours except for additional water supply.

NRR commented on the effects of total loss of all ac (station blackout) and de
power on the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. The major impacts
would be: inability to monitor plant status (loss of de power), and inability
to provide reactor coolant pump seal cooling and primary makeup (loss of ac
power).

NRR stated that because of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, fire protection require-
ment!, licensees have catalogued and documented power, control, and instrumer,.
tation cable runs 50 that those associated with vital equignent are more
readily identifiable than was the case before the Appendix R requirements
existed.
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Finally, NRR indicated agreement with the assumption that a loss of offsite
power is the bounding transient with respect to challenge of safety systemsin a PWR,

NMSS identified specific pieces of equipment requiring protection as vital in
recently licensed PWRs and BWRs. These include auxiliary shutdown panels,

en though they might not be safety-related, and vital water sources, including.istribution systems.

NMSS also discussed the implications of station blackout to a 10 CFR 100
release following a sabotage event and reaffirmed that a source of 125-volt
de control power cnd 120-volt ac instrument power are assumed necessary for
safe shutdown in the RER vital area validation program.

12. Selected Vital Equipment Assumptions

P. Pan and O. Cameron (LANL), August 8, 1985

LANL representatives cognizant of vital equipment-related technical assistance
efforts sponsored by both NMSS and RES briefed and participated in discussions
with the VAC on the rationale for implementing several of the currently used
analysis assumptions. The following points were made regarding the assumptions
discussed (see Appendix E).

(1) Assumption on core melt - LANL's modeling assumes that the core must be
kept covered with water and decay heat removal capability must be main-
tained to preclude core melt and an attendant 10 CFR 100 release.

(2) Assumption on identification of cables in cable trays - LANL reiterated
its earlier position that, on the basis of LANL studies, plant visits, and
discussions with utility personnel, it is normally not possible to
identify individual cables in cable trays. However, in satisfying 10 CFR 50

.

Appendix R requirements, licensees have prepared documentation that
identifies cable routings and locations. Therefore, although a saboteur
might not be able to identify a specific cable among e ny in a tray, the
saboteur could know that a certain cable is found in a specific tray.
It was noted that destroying or disabling of power, control, or instrumen-
tation cables to vital components is unacceptable and, if such cables are
determined to be vulnerable, they would have to be protected. It was also
noted that by indiscriminate 1y destroying an entire cable tray, the
saboteur might also be eliminating cables necessary to the success of the
act of sabotage.

(3) The VAC proposed draft assumption on disabling valves and other equip-
ment - This is essentially covered by the assumption which states that if
a saboteur gets into a single area, he or she can disable all equipment

*

in that area. By making a few minor changes to the latter assumption,
this one can be deleted. A related point was made concerning diver-
sionary flow. That is, if a pipe that comes off a vital pipe line is
destroyed and if a pipe that is destroyed is of significant size rela-
tive to the main pipe, essentially the main pipe has been destroyed.

NUREG-1178 D-7
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(4) Assumption on operating modes - Although in most cases, vital equipment
identified for sabotage acts during full-power operation would include as
a subset vital equipment needed for other modes, such as shutdown or re-
fueling, this needs to be verified on a case-by-case basis to be sure. Also,

it was noted that some licensees may devitalize certain components and systems
during colo shutdown and refueling so that compensetory measures might be
needed.

(5) The VAC-proposed draft assumption on check valves - It was noted that all
check valves should be considered invulnerable to sabotage from remote
locations because: (a) check valves (except motor-operated) cannot be
manipulated and, therefore, can be considered an integral part of the
pipe, and (b) it is easier for a saboteur to achieve his/her purpose by
destroying the pipe.

13. USI A-44, Station Blackout

A. Rubin (NRR), September 12, 1985

The Committee was briefed on the status of the Station Blackout USI, which
involves loss of all offsite and onsite ac power, because of its relevance to
identification of equipment and systems required to achieve and maintain hot
shutdown.

The proposed technical resolution to this USI would require plants to cope with
a loss of all ac power either for 4 or 8 hours, depending c7 the reliability of
their power grid and their onsite emergency power supply. The critical items
are the coolant pump seals, ana Iicensees would be required to demonstrate that
leak rates thro!gh the seals during the blackout period remain low enough to
preclude core uncovery.

On the basis of this briefing, the Committee concluded that the results of
these USI analyses, demonstrating self-sufficiency for at least 4 hours in the
absence of any ac power, are relevant to the identification of equipment required
to be protected as vital.
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APPENDIX E

CURRENT LANL VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS

|
|

I
1

|
|
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Current ass;mptions made by analysts at the los Alamos National Laboratory about
sabotage involving vital equipment and vital areas in a nuclear power plant
include:

1. A 10 CFR Part 100 release is the successful sabotage criterion.

2. A significant core melt wil probably lead to a breach of the reactor
vessel and containment and subsequently will result in a 10 CFR 100 release,
ba:,ed on three modes of failure (see WASH-1400):

steam explosion.

containment overpressure.

China syndrome.

3. The use of explosives is included in the analysis. All types of explosives,
inci'Jding shaped charges, are assumed to be available to the saboteur, and
the staff assumes the saboteur has the necessary skills to use them. The
amount of explosives is assumed to be what can be carried on an individual's
back.

( 4. The licensee cannot take credit for availability of offsite power. This'

assumption is based on the fact that offsite power is transmitted by facil-
ities outside the protected area and hence, is completely vulnerable to
outside assault. Note that there are scenarios in which it is to the
saboteur's advantage to maintain offsite power and, in all these cases, the

3automatic scram features are included. Therefore, it is the NRC staff
|

por.itw that protecting these features as Type I Vital is adequate '

protection.

5. If the saboteur gains accest to those areas where the reactor protection
system (rod scram equipment) can be disabled, a fuel melt incident will

This assumption infers an initiating event that requires a plantoc:ur.
scram. The vast number of areas where these initiating events can be
caused has motivated the NRC to adopt the position that protection of the
rc,d scram as Type ! Vital obviates the need to protect those areas where
the events can be initiated.

1

6. If a saboteur gets into a single area containing several pieces of equip- I
trent, he can disable all of the equipment in that area.

7. The saboteur is assumed to be knowledgeable of all scenarios, which infers
that staff analysis is extremely conservative. However, there are some
cetails of the plant that are not practical to determine or are too diffi-
c. ult to verify in the field, as the routing of cables in cable trays and
conduit. It is usually difficult for maintenance personnel to identify
cable runs However, identification of terminal boxes and junction points
is a practical task, hence cable junctions are identified in the analysis.
Furthermo'e, there are scenarios for which the saboteur needs power to
perform f,abotage successfully, so the indiscriminate cutting of cables
(hence the protection of all cable trays) would not be to the saboteur's
advantage.
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8. The code does not go into detail on exactly how the saboteur disables
equipment; the code assumes the saboteur has sufficient knowledge of
motors, pumps, motor control centers, etc. to disable the system.

9. The analysis is performed assuming the reactor is in the operating mode,
and other conditions (such as shutdown and refueling) are subsets of the
operating mode.

10. Check valves located inside the containment are considered "safe" from
sabotage caused by a saboteur located outside the containment.

11. The saboteur cannot take credit for random failures or the concurrence
of violent natural phenomena with sabotage; however, it is reasonable to
assume the saboteur can take advantage of equipment unavailable on planned
outages. Therefore, Technical Specification requirements for operation
with minimum equipment are considered.

12. The licensee need only consider maintaining the plant at hot shutdown
conditions. Primary system leaks are considered on a plant-specific basis.

13. Obviously, in many of the assumptions, certain judgments must be made re-
garding damage control measures that can be taken by the licensee on a
site-specific basis; however, the NRC staff's guidance has been very conserva-
tive and does not usually permit the licensee damage control credit.

14. An important assumption made in determination of area boundaries is that
for flexibility of analysis only, the st=tff considers any area that has |

four walls, a ceiling and a floor to be an area. Where motor control
centers or electrical racks could be separately protected, they are also
considered as areas, l

15. Loss of all ac power (station blackout), plus loss of de power for instru-
ments and critical equipment, will lead to fuel melt (NMSS staff position).

16. A bounding transient (PWR) is considered to be loss of offsite power.
This has been assumed to be tne most significant transient in that it
disables the reactor coolant pumps and shuts off feedwater to the steam
generators. A comparison of transients in a plant probabilistic risk
analysis showed that the equipment required to protect against this
transient includes all, or nearly all, of the equipment demands of other
transients. This places almost total reliance on mitigation systems
(auxiliary feedwater) to remove the decay heat. On a generic basis, how-
ever, this transient places no demands on primary loop inventory control.
A research group has been reviewing the needs for primary inventory control
to protect against radiological sabotage.
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APPENDIX F*

DISPOSITION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT VITAL
EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY AND COMMENTS

RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT VAC REPORT

|
|

l

i

|
l
1

|

* Designated "Enclosure 2" in March 5, 1986 memorandum transmitting Vital Area
Committee Final Report.
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Disposition of Coments Received on the
Draft Vital Equipment / Area Guidelines Study

The draft VAC report was transmitted on October 21, 1985, with a request for
coments to:

Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
Director, Office of Nuclear Materials Safety & Safeguards (NMSS)
Director, Office of Inspection & Enforcement (IE)
Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES)
Administrator, Region I (RI)
Administrator, Region II (RII)
Administrator, Region III (RIII)
Administrator, Region IV (RIV)
Administrctor, Region V (RV)

In response to that request, coments were received from each addressee.

The original coments are attached as an appendix to this sumary discussion of
their disposition. The Vital Area Committee carefully considered each coment
and the disposition of each coment is discussed below. Each comment was
accommodated by modifying the report appropriately or a reason given for not
doing so. The coments are referenced by the assumption number in the draft
report, use of the abbreviations indicated above and the pages/ items in the
Appendix to this sumary.

Assumption 1
;

l Comen t: Suggested that a definitive statement be madt that the containment
|building, or drywell in a BWR, be vital. Also suggesteu that there may be a

conflict between this assumption and assumption #11, which allows the saboteur I

multiple actions on all vital equipment in a single area. (RII, Page 2)

Response: We agree that, as a practical matter, protection of components of the
primary coolant pressure boundary as vital would be accomplished by licensees
protecting containments (drywells in the case of BWRs) as vital areas. Since
this is a logical result 'f the assumption, a change in the assumption is not
considered necessary.

There is no conflict with assumption #11 in that sabotage in a vital area is
assumed to be precluded.

Coment: Stated that the steam generator tube walls are not considered a part
of the primary system boundary and, therefore, should be explicitly included
for protection as vital since steam generator tube ruptures may be irsdirectly
caused by malfunctions in non-safety related systems. (RES,Page12)

Response: The entire steam generator, including the tubes, are part of the !
primary system pressure boundary and protected as vital. '

NUREG-1178 F-1
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Assumption 2

Coment: Questioned whether the threshold of successful radiological sabotage
should be lowered to meet 10 CFR Part 50.72 or 10 CFR Part 20.403 criteria
instead of 10 CFR Part 100. (RIV, Page 8, Item 3)

Response: The 10 CFR Part 100 release threshold is conservative and appropriate,
particularly since it is the same offsite dose threshold utilizea in other
accident evaluations.

Comment: Questioned whether the rationale that no credit for protective or
mitigating capabilities of the pressure vessel and/or containment is appropriate,
and whether they should be given the same credit as they receive in design basis
accidents. (RIV, Page 9, Item 4a.)

Response: The standard for acceptable protection is prevention of a 10 CFR
Part 100 release. Credit is given for anything within vital areas providing
such protection, including the reactor vessel.

Assumption 3

Coment: Recomended that certain equipment be considered for addition to the
typical list of equipment requiring protection. Also proposed that the words
"continuously operable" be added to the assumption, or require two redundant
trains of vital equipment since vital equipment in some plants (e.g., auxiliary
feedwater pumps) may not be required to be operable by technical specifications. ,

Further noted lack of an 8-hour diesel fuel oil capacity, which is a concern
if the diesel is required to be vital. (RII, Pages 2 & 3) '

Response: No additions have been made to the list of equipment i the assumption
1

as it only provides examples of necessary equipment and is not all-inclusive. I
'

Assumption #7 covers the concern over the words "continuously operable" by
requiring vitalization of a backup when any vital component is inoperable. The
need for protection of an 8-hour capacity of diesel fuel oil will be resolved
on a case-by-case basis depending on the reliance placed on the diesel.

Coment: Stated that some portions of decay heat removal systems may not be
safety-related and thus not maintained operable. Also questioned reliance on
a single train of vital equipment. (RIII, Page 5, Item 3)

Response: The decay heat removal systems to be utilized for sabotage protection
are covered by the tech specs; therefore, their operability status is known and
the systems are suitably maintained. Also refer to the response to the previous
coment.

Coment: Pointed out the need for additional flexibility to implement changes
in the vital areas required by this assumption based on differences in plants.
(RIV, Page 9, Item Ab.)

Response: The assumptions will be applied on a case-by-case basis; therefore
flexibility is provided.
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Coment: Suggested that this assumption be made clearer and more definitive,
and cited examples of concerns regarding implementation. (NMSS, Pages 14 & 1F)

Response: More definitive guidance which addresses the specifics in the points
raised here will be developed by the staff as part of the implementation plan
for applying the. revised vital equipment assumptions. The vital equipment
selected by the licensees will be reviewed against this guidance on a case 4-
case basis to confirm that it satisfies the assumptions.

Assumption 4

Coment: Questioned why the control room and associated cable spreading rooms
were not identified as vital. Suggested that the one vital operable train for
removing decay heat be capable of operation from the control room and not rely
on local operation in normally unmanned remote vital areas. Cited an example.
(RII, Page 3. Item 4)

Response: Assumptions #4 and #9 have been reworded to address the first part of
this comment. As part of the decay heat removal capability for mitigation of
a sabotage-induced transient, each licensee must address the means provided for
starting and controlling required pumps. In the example cited, the licensee
must demonstrate that a feasible and protected means of starting the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump is provided and can be accomplished in
accordance with the revised assumptions. This might mean that the automatic
start capability of the turbine-driven AFW pump will require protection as vital.
This issue will be addressed on a case-by-case basis.

Coment: Suggested that some examples of-locations from which vital equipment
could be controlled or disabled be added to the assumption. (RV, Page 10)

Response: Assumption !4 has been reworded to address this coment.

Coment: Suggested that the word "disabled" may be more correct than "controlled"
in the assumption. (NMSS, Page 15)

Response: Assumption #4 has been reworded to address this comment.

Assumption 5

Coments: Stated that assumptions #5 and #7 appear to contradict each other
with regard to operating mode and equipment unavailability and that assump-
tion #5 does r,ot take into account multiple maintenance outages on vital equipment
or unique valve alignment. (RII, Page 5, Items 1 & 4) Suggested that conditions
other than the power mode be considered since sabotage during such conditions
can cause a DBA or 10 CFR Part 100 release. Stated that much greater flow
rates are required after shutdown than indicated in the rationale. Stated that
rationale is misleading in that, under certain conditions, significant core
damage can occur a long time after shutdown. (RIV,Pa
that assumption include "hot standby". (RES, Page 12)ge 9, Item 5) Suggested

Response: Revised wording of the rationale responds to the above coments.
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Assumption 7

Comments: Stated that, based on experience, concurrent random failures should be
considered with a sabotage event. (RII, Page 4) Recommended that redundant
trains be protected as vital in order to avoid reliance on appropriate compensa-
tory measures when vital equipment is unavailable. (RIII, Page 5, Item 5)
Requested that the terms "appropriate compensatory measures," radiological
sabotace" and "single failure criteria" be further defined. (RIV, Page 9
Item 6) Questioned the assumption as not considering undetected failures and
noted that not all Class IX accidents are of low likelihood. (RES, Page 12)

Response: These comments questior.ed the advisability of allowing for the pro-
tection of single train, given that 100% reliability of the protected train, if
callea upon in a casualty situation, cannot be assured. The Committee's view
is that the recommended approach is consistent with NRC policy concerning the
operability of important equipment. For example, fire protection requirements
are predicated upon the assumption that any one train of equipment needed for
safe shutdown will be available following a postulated fire. Similary, Limiting
Conditions for Operation (LCOs) allow continued operation for varying periods
of time even though normally available redundant equipment is temporarily not
available. While it is acknowledged that absolute reliability of the single
protected train cannot be assured, the recommended approach is consistent
with established policy. This matter was discussed with the Management Policy
Review Group during a status meeting prior to completion of the Committee
Report.

Suitable flexibility in required protection for one train should be permitted
on a case-by-case basis. In practice, some plants may find it easier to protect
redundant trains. However, it should be up to the individual plant to determine
how protection for a secondary train will be achieved when the primary vitalequipment is unavailable.

Assumption 9

Comments: Recommended that the cable spreading room be protected as a separatevital area. (RIII, Page 6, Item 6) Stated that the assumption may not be
valid since IEEE Standards recommend cable identification. (RES, Page 12)

Response: Assumption 49 has been reworded to address these comments.

Ass _umotion 10

Comnent: Recomended that a design basis amount of explosives be specified.
(RES, Page 12)

Response: Determination of which equipment needs to be designated vital is
insensitive to the specific amount of explosives that individuals can carry in
light of Assumption 11, which states that no credit is given for any equipment
not located in vital areas. Implementation of the assumption to determine
which equipment needs to be designated vital does not require the analyst to
consider specifically how much explosives can be used by the adversary.
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The goal was to bound the problem by characterizing an amount that_could be
carried, consistent with the design basis threat, without requiring a vehicle. '

Assumption 12

Comment: Requested that a.more specific definition of a 10 CFR Part 100 threat
from the spent fuel pool be provided based on storage of other highly radio-
active components / equipment in the pool. (RIII, Page 5,. Item 2)

Response: 0ther than spent fuel, the VAC can identify no other components /
equipment stored in the spent fuel pool which, when damaged, would cause a
10 CFR Part 100 release as defined for radiological. sabotage. :

Comment: Noted that safeguards stat? might.not be able to determine how long
the spant fuel pool must be protected as vital. (RV, Page 10)

.

Response: The determination of required duration can be calculated on a case-
by-case basis by the appropriate plant staff.

Coment: Recomended that the assumption be clarified by adding "following the
start o7 a refueling outage" and by noting in the rationale that average environ-
mental conditions can be assumed for the offsite dose calculations. (NMSS, Page 15)

Response: The assumption has been reworded as suggested. The Comittee
considered the suggested change in the rationale to involve an unnecessary
level of detail.

General Coments ,

,

Coment: Recomended that the protection philosophy mention the need for pro-
| tection of certain portions of the electrical power supplies and control and
' instrumentation for the one train of vital equipment. (RI, Page 1) i

Response: The proposed addition was made to the vital equipment / area protection |philosophy and analysis assumptions. -

'Coment: Suggested that additional flexibility may be required for implementing
the protection philosophy. (RIV, Page 8, Item la) Suggested an additional
section that addresses HTGR facilities. (RIV, Page 8, Item ib.)

Response: Part a. The report provides for any implementation flexibility that
mig 1t be recuired; no changes are necessary.

Part b. The report has been revised to state that HTGR facilities
will be treated separately and that this report considers LWRs only.

Coment: Suggested a clarification with regard to protection of one or both
trains, particularly if the status of one train is unknown. (RIV,Pa

(Item 2c.)ge 8,Item 2a.) Requested a better definition of a vital area.

Requested that the revised report be provided for coments again. (Item 2 d.)
Requested a better definition of "a set of important safety-related components".
(Item 2e.) !

NUREG-1178 F-5
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Response: Item 2a. Assumption #3 does state that one train of equipment will
be protected as vital. Assumption #7 has been reworded to address compensatory
measures to assure that one train is always available as necessary.

Item 2c. This is defined in 10 CFR 73.2(1)(h).

Item 2d. The VAC has solicited, received and addressed comments
on its draf t report in accordance with the E00's directive of May 1,1985. Any
further review of the report would be at the discretion of the E00.

Item 2e. For clarification, additional safety-related components"

have been added to the assumptions as appropriate.

Comment: Certain assumptions result in vulnerabilities comparable to those in
the design basis envelope, and therefore, lead to Class IX events. (RES, Page 11)

Response: Assumption #7 has been reworded to address this comment.

Comment: Requested that the report indicate whether or not credit could be
given for feed-and-bleed in site-specific cases. (NMSS, Page 15)

Response: The implementation plan to be developed by the staff will indicate
that credit can be taken for any mear,s of decay heat removal (including feed-
and-bleed) for mitigation of a sabotage-induced transient provided that
(1) all necessary equipment for that means is protected as vital, and (2) an
acceptable analysis demonstrating the adequacy of the proposed method in
accordance with the revised assumptions is provided. This issue will be
rev'ewed on a case-by-case basis.

Comment: Stated that further measures are needed to assure the equivalence of
redundant protected trains. (IE, Page 17)

Response: Assumption #7 has been reworded to address this comment. The response
to the comments on Assumption #7 also 3pplies to this comment.

I
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NOV 19 IED
MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chainnan

Vital Area Comittee

FROM: Thomas E. Murley
Regional Administrator, RI

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY -
VITAL AREA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT

Your memorandum of October 21, 1985, requested review of the subject report.
We have completed our review and offer the following coments for your
consideration.

We believe that the three premises which formed the basis for the protection
philosophy are sound and that the objective of the study to develop a
coniistent, logical approach to identify vital equipment / areas for subsequent

I protection has been achieved. Further, the revised set of analysis'

assumptions appear to be well founded and support the vital equipment / area
protection philosophy which is espoused. We note, however, that the statement
of the philosophy fails to mention the need for protecting as vital, certain
portions of electrical power supplies and control and instrumentation for the
one train of equipment that will provide the capability to achieve and
maintain hot shutdown. Finally, with regard to the conclusion concerning the
impact of implementation on licensed plants, it is our view that these
guidelines would be welcomed by licensees, since it should provide most
licensees with the option of reducing the current number of vital areas.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft report. We found that it
reated the issues very well and we support the Comittee's efforts.

Thomas E. Murley
Regional Administrator

cc:
V. Stello, EDO
R. Burnett, SG
F. Gillespie DRA0
J. Partlow, DQASIP
H. Denton, NRR
J. Davis, NMSS
J. Taylor, IE
R. Minogue, RES
Regional Administrators, RII, RIII

RIV, RV
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman
Vital Area Committee

FRCM: J. Philip Stohr, Ofrector
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY
V1TAL AREA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT
(REFERENCE: FRANK J. MIRAGLIA MEMORANDUM,
DATED OCTOBER 21,1985)

The Region II staff has reviewed the reference memorandum in its entirety, while
putt 4*g special emphasis on Section VI. A as requested. The following staff
comments are provided as they relate to the proposed vital equipment / area
protection philosophy and analysis assumptions:

1. Executive Summary

Ve concur with the philosophy of the Vital Area Committee (VAC) to protect
as vital the reactor coolant pressure boundary and one train of equipment
with associated piping and water sources that provide the capability to
achiese and maintain het shutdown, which would be provided on a case-by-case
for each plant.

'

2. Assumpti..n 1 j

This appears to require, as a practical matter, that the containment
building, or drywell in a BWR, be vital, which appears necessary. We
suggest that a definitive statement be made to that ef fect. Additionally,
there seems to be a conflict between this assumption and assumption #.11
which allows the saboteur multi-actions on all vital equipment in a single
area. Assumption #1, on the other hand, protects a single piece of
equipment and, contrary to the attributes of the design threat ( use of
explosives, para-military training, etc.) precludes the "insider" from
causing a LOCA.

3. Assumption 3

We concur with the assumption and rationale. However, under the typical
list of equipment the following additions should be considered:

(1) Reactivity control - Boration capability, including co. trol andn

boration source.

(2) Decay heat removal - Power operated relief valves (Steam (. nerator/PWR).e

Suppression pool cooling (RHR suppression pool cooling mode /BWR).

CONTACT:
K. P. Barr
FTS 242-5612>

NUREG-1178 -2-
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(3) Process instrumentation - Source range flux instrumentation. Level
instrumentation for all tanks used.

(4) Reactor coolant makeup (PWR) Charging pumps or h4 t pressure-

9
injection pumps (pressurizer power operated r- ief valves may be
required to reduce pressure to allow use of h h pressure injection
pumps).

(5) Reactor coolant system pressure control Charging pumps or-

pressurizer heaters (PWR). Safety relief valves or depressurization
system valves (BWR).

(6) Support functions - Diesel generator (PWR and BWR), fuel supply and >

tank.

Additionally, with respect to assumotion #3, Region II proposes the words
-eentinuously operable be used ,or else require two redundant trains. Some
of.,the equipment considered vital and used to hold in hot shutdown is not
required by Technical Specifications to be operable at all times during
full power operation. An example is auxiliary feed pumps. If only one of
three installed auxiliary feed pumps becomes inoperable, typically power-
operation may continue. If that pump is the designated vital pump, sabotage-protection is gone. One could put out special action statements on vitat
equipment but a better solution is to simply require one train to be
continuously operable. The licensee would then probably make all redundant
equipment in the opposite train vital. In any case we must ensure that at
least a single operable train is available.

One problem that many plants have is they do not have n 8-hour capacity ofdiesel fuel oil in the day tank in a vital area. This should be clearlyrequired under support functions.

4. Assumption 4

Why not include control room and associated cable spreading rooms? Some
licensees have the control room only vital but a single act of sabotage in
the cable spread area can render the main control room blind and useless.
Therefore, the cable spread rooms must be vital also. Possibly, this ts-
covered under assumption 10, but we should be more specific.

As a related comment, the one vital operable train for removing decay heat
should be capable of operation from the control room without an individual
present in the normally unmanned remote vital area. As an example, some
licensees now take credit for local manual operation of a turbine driven
auxiliary feed pump. However, in the midst of a serious security intrusion,
it is not clear that a member of the plant staff can get to :the pump to
operate it locally. Therefora, the equipment should be operable from the
control room.

NUREG-1178 -3*
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5. Assumption 7

We cannot ignore previous experience that random failures L po occur
simultaneously with the reliance upon safety related equipmeat The recent
random failures of under voltage reactor trip assemblies st b. C. Cook
highlight the random failures during operational emergencies. We believe
that the same random failure possibility exits whether or not a sabotage
event occurs.

While the above comments have been the result of Safeguards, Reactor Projects
I and Reactor Safety personnel, Ken Barr of my Safeguards staff is the Region II

|
point of contact for this effort.

%-
-

P ili Stohr

|
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman, Vital Area Committet~

FROM: Jack A. Hind, Director, Division of Radiation Safety
and Safeguards, Region III

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY - VITAL
AREA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT

As requested in your October 21, 1985 memorandum, we have reviewed the document
on the above subject and have the following comments:

1. Page 111 & iv - Assumotions 5 and 7 - These two assumptions appear to
contradict each other. Assumption a states that only the power mode ofI

operation should be considered while assumption 7 indicates that the
unavailability of equipment may be exploited by the adversary.

2. Page iv - AssumotimLU - Many facilities store other highly radioactive
components /equipiii ns in the spent fuel pool which continuously poses a
10 CFR Part 100 threat to the public health and safety. A more specific
definition of what constitutes a 10 CFR Part 100 threat from the spent
fuel pool should be included as part of the report.

3. Page 17 - Assumotion J._- Some portions of the decay heat removal systems
may not be -s.iety-re ia 6vu equipment. The dependence on nonsafety-related
equipment, which may not be adequately maintained, as the single train
to maintain hot shutdown appears to provide a lesser degree of protection
than if both trains were protected as vital.

4. Page 19 - A.ssumotion 5 - The rationale, although logical, does not take
into accouns multiple JTntenance outages on vital equipment and/or unique
valve alignments during maintenance / refueling outages that could be
exploited to cause the reactor to drain in other than operation modes.

5. Page 21 - Assumption,7.- What will be "appropriate compensatory measures"
to assure untinuTi., of the hot shutdown capability? The description of
compensatory measures used, on this assumption, appears to logically
indicate that when the "primary train" is disconnected or taken out of
service the "secondary train" then becortes "vital." We believe that this
"floating" vital area concept could lead to an unacceptable level of risk

NUREG-1178 5--
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of system failure. Consequently, we recomend that the "secondary" system
should continue to be protected as vital.a

6. Page 23 Assumption 9 - The cable spreading room presents i sabotage
threat because "all cables are located in this room and a "single" action
could remove the entire control capability from the control room without
the need to enter the control room at all. This room should be protected
as a separate vital area.

Should you or your staff desire to discuss these coments, please contact
D. A. Xers at FTS 388-5766 or J. R. Creed at FTS 388-5643.

[
ek A. nd, Director

ivision of Radiation Safety
and Safeguards

cc: H. R. Denton, NRR
J. G. Davis, NMSS
J. M. Taylor, IE
R. B. Minogue, RES
T. E. Murley, RI
J. N. Grace, RII
R. D. Martin, RIV
J. B. Martin, RV

NUREG-1178 -6-
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman Vital Area Conutirttee

FROM: Robert D. Martin, Regional Administrator, RIV

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY - VITAL AREA
COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT

This is in response to your subject inemorandum dated October 21, 1985.
Members of my staff have reviewed the Draft Report and their connents are

| attached for your consideration.

We appreciate the opportur.ity to connent on this important matter. Should you
have any questions regarding our comments, please contact either Doyle

| Hunnicutt, FTS 728-8137, or Larry Yandell, FTS 728-8108.
H

}
Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator

cc:
H. R. Denton, K8R|

J. G. Davis NMSS
J. M. Taylor IE
R. B. Minoque, RES
X. E. Murley, RI
J. N. Grace, RII
J. G. Keppler, RIII
J. S. Martin, RV
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ATTACHMENT

COM ENTS ON VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY
VITAL AREA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT

1. Section VI. Study Results, entire section - General Connenh

a. Additional flexibility may be required to implement changes that
may occur or that may have significant impact on some utilities or one
category of power plants (examples: NSSS for BWR vs. NSSS for B&W PWR).

b. This draft appears to address only light water cooled nuclear power
plants. Should there be an additional section or paragraph that would
address HTGR facilities? Should there be provisions for custom reviews
of certain plants or plants under certain circumstances (examples: very
poor performance histories, accidents and/or incidents that could easily
have affected the health and safety of the public, and/cr problems
identified by the licensee or NRC)?

2. Section VI. Study Results, page 12.

a. Should clarify whether both trains or, as a minimum, one train
must be available. Specify how to assure one train is available, if the
other train status is unknown or not verified.

b. The assumptions and the rationale for these assumptions appear to be'

comprehensive and logically presented,

c. An improved definition of what constitutes a "vital area" is needed.

d. The resised edition of this draft should be presented for coments !
'at the earliest date possible. It is assumed that the draft report

will receive the standard publication and time limits as similar
publications (NRC Comission, utilities, general public and other
interested parties).

I
e. The philosophy of a set of important safety-related components
should be more precisely defined.

3. Section VI. Study Results, page 14.

a. Should the threshold of successful radiological sabotage be lowered '

to meet 10 CFR Part 50.72 or 10 CFR Part 20.403, instead of 10 CFR |
Part 1007

t

'
NUREG-1178 8--
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Attachment (Continued)

4. Section VI. Study Results, page 16

Is the rationale that no credit for protective or mitigatinga.
capabilities of the pressure vessel and/or containment consi.dered
mop _roff_iata2_.Should this rationale permit same allowance aTs
DA or other acceptable standard?

b. Assumption 3 - same comment as 1.a. above.

5. Section VI. Study Results, page 19.

a. C her plant conditions can cause DBA and/or 10 CFR Part 100.
The "vital areas" study should incorporate other postulated
conditions,

b. The time period when large (several thousand gallons of water
per minute) are required is not included as a significant item.
The second paragraph of the RATIONAL! could mislead some public
reviewers with the indication that only a small quantity (less
than 100 gpm) of water is required after about 24 hours shutdown
time,

c. The statement at the end of the second paragraph. "There is a
very limited time span during which any significant damage can be
caused" is not appropriate and is very misleading. Significant
damage can be caused for a long time (greater than a month) under
specified conditions.

6. Section VI. Study Results, Page 21

The term "appropriate compensatory measures are required" shoulda.
be further defined.

b. The rationale does not address fully the sabotage issue. The
term "successful radiological sabotage" should be defined. A
"successful radiological sabotage" could easily be panic caused
by a small (Less than limits stated in 10 CFR Part 20) release<

'

with media and rumor inputs to the general public.

c. The rationale of "single failure criteria" should be further
defined and covered in this document.

NUREG-1178 -9-
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank Miraglia, Chairman, Vital Area Committee

FROM: D. F. Kirsch, Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Safety and Projects

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES -
V'TAL A. TEA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT |

The subject draft report, forwarded to Region V under cover memo, dated
October 21, 1985, has been reviewed. Overall we find the study better
thaa nost we have read. It appears that the committee has developed a j
comprehensive and consistent set of recommended assumptions. If the l

intent is for the safeguards staff to use the proposed vital equipment / I

area protection philosophy and analysis assumptions without reactor j
safety staff holding their hands, then the following comments are in 1

order:

Assumption 4:

Some examples would be helpful, e.g., remote shutdown panel, MCC, circuit
breakers and local control stations.

Assumption 12:

It is clear to the reactor staff how to determine "long enough", but the
safeguards staff have no idea of how to make that determination.

Should you have any questions, contact T. Young or D. Schuster at
FTS 463-3853 or 463-3780 respectively.

Y kr.
D. F. Kirsch. Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Safety and Frojects

cc:
D. Schuster

NUREG-1178 10 --
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert B. Minogue. Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

FROM: Demetrios L. Basdekas
Electrical Engineering. Instrumentation & Control Branch
Division of Engineering Technology. RES -

SUBJECT: VITAL E UIPMENT/ AREA GUIDELINES STUDY CRAFT
REPORT RES-85-1933)

Bill Morris asked me to review the subject draft report and provide you with
my conenents with focus ~on Section VI.A "Proposed Vital Equipment / Area Protec-
tion Philosophy and Analysis Assumptions." I have reviewed the report and ry
conenents are:

) There are some good, prudent conservatisms contained in several proposed
assumptions and they reflect the understandable concern about the issue of
sabotage. A few assumptions, however leave potential "windows of
vulnerability" which, by and large, correspond to the imperfections of 8
the design basis envelope, that may be responsible for Class IX events.

My primary concern on the issue of sabotage has been related to (1) an
insider with knowledge of how the
neering drawings and records and (plant works and access to relevant engi-2) the accessibility and design / operational
characteristi s of "control systems not required for safety", which nonethe-
less may havrimportant safety implications considering the fact that :ts a
rule, have no redundancy or diversity and other desirable characteristics
associated with safety grade systems. As an example, our review of the
Oconee-1 control systems * has determined that certain failures in the Inte-
grated Control System (ICS) "hand swer" circuitry result in a core melt
unless the operator correctly diagnoses the problem and takes corrective
actions within 30 minutes. Considering the fact that the attention of the
operator during such a sequence would be heavily taxed by a number of
distractions, the chances of recovery may not be acceptable. If a
knowledgeable "insider" further degrades the information available in the
control room, he may be successful in a sabotage attempt. I do not know if
the ICS "hand power" circuitry is located within a vital area or not. If it
is, then the concern is taken care of by the proposed assumptions; if it is
not, then it appears that we may have a safeguards problem in plants with such
a design. This is just one example I wanted to use as an illustration of the
problem. We should not assume t1at it is the only one.

* MUREG/CR-4047. Section 3.2.3.1 "Loss of ICS Hand Power."
NUREG-1178 - 11 -
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Additional coments on specific proposed assumptions follow:

e Assumption 1

The steam generator tube walls are act considered to be part of the
primary system boundary. This sht td be reconsidered in view of the fact
that steam generator tube ruptures may be indirectly caused by
malfunctions in not safety related systems.

e Assumption 5

It may be prudent to consider including "hot standby."

e Assumption 7-

There may be a weakness in this assumption in that it does not consider
undetected failures. Furthermore, the statement contained in the firsf.
sentence under "Rationale" p. 21 is. pot universally true. Not all Class'

IX accidents are necessarily of low likelihood.

o Assumption 9

This assumption is based in part, on the conclusion that "it is not
possible to identify individual cables in cable trays." % understanding
of our own identification requirements along with reconenended industry
practice, as recently codified in IEEE Stds 804/1983 and 6W/1984 would .

indicate that this ccaclusion may not be correct,particularly for newer i
plants. i

e Assumptio7i 10

It is stated as part of this assumption that "The amount of explosives is'

assumed to be what adversaries can carry." Thi; is too vague and a
,

"design basis amount" could be specified.

I am well aware of the technical and policy related complexities of this issue
and I believe that the Vital Area Comittee perfonned a gallant attempt toi

address them. There is some room for important details to be addressed and I
wish I had more time to delve into them with focus on the safeguards>

implications of control systems because of their obvious potentiki to affect
the safety vector of the plant.

Finally, in reiterating my initial part of my discussion Criterion 1 of*

Section II, Objectives, p.3, embodies the primary weakness of some of the
proposed assumptions; namely, that it restricts their scope to "the design
ba'is analysis of nuclear power plants." And we know that the design basis
en ilope has been repeatedly shown to have significant "windows of
vu trability."

!
*

12 -NUREG-1178 -
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I

One of my long standing recoemendations has been to examine the sabotage
aspects of control systems design, installation and maintenance. I hope
sometime soon our resource availability will allow us to do that.

| If I can help any further. let me know.
i

kJh . ?"b'
Demetrios L. Basdekas
Electrical Engineering Instrunentation

and Control Branch
Division of Engineering Technology RES

!
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chaiman
Vital Area Comittee

FROM: Robert F. Burnett, Director
Division of Safeguards, MiSS

SUBJECT: VITAL AREA COMilITTEE DRAFT REPORT

The following coments from iny technical staff are submitted in response
to your memorandum of October 21, 1985:

It would be helpful if the Committee could make .Assumotion 3*

clearer and more definitive, either in the assumpt' ion itself
or in its supporting rationale. The rationale for Assumptions
3 and 4 in the October 1,1985, memorandum from the Vital Area
Comittee (VAC) to the Management Policy Review Group (MPRG)
anticipated that licensees' analyses and demonstrations in
response to the Station Blackout (USI A-44) proposal would be j

available to aid in detemination of what additional major ;
components and associated support functions were riecessary. '

Also, the VAC had discussed reasons why extensive service
water piping would not need to be vital, but the draft
rationale lacks guidance on this. It is suggested that some
default positions be developed, and added to either the
rationale or the assumptions, to prov.je guidance on the
need for Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seal cooling and for
support functions such as Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC), service water piping, diesel generator

Whether conservative
fuel supplies, and DC battery (duration.FSAR) analyses or best-estimateFinal Safety Analysis Report
analyses are preferred for vital area decisions should also be
addressed. The following are some examples the Committee may
wish to consider:

Absent licensee analyses, restoration of RCP seal*

cooling within four hours of reactor trip will be
assumed to be necessary to achieve the goal of
Assumption 3.

Absent best-estimate analyses to the contrary,*

HVAC systems need not be protected as vital.

NUREG-1178 - 14 -4
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*
Absent analyses to the contrary, diesel generator
cooling will be assumed essential for diesel generate
operation.

* Pages 9 and 10 state that the study scope included credit
for plant-specific features such as feed-and ' .eed. h
would be helpful if the report indicated wheuer or nol
credit could be given for feed-and-bleed in site-specific
cases where the ifcensee has submitted an acceptable
analysis that shows that it can be used to safely mitigate
sabotage-induced transients.

* The period of time that the fuel pool neods to be vital
and the degree of conservatism to be used in calculation of
that time period could be clarified by changing, Assumotion I?
to read "following the start of a refueling outage" and by
noting in the rationale that, in keeping with Assumption 7,
average environmental conditions can be assumed for these
calculations. (It is not likely for sabotage to be timed to
coincide with extra e environmental conditions.)

*
In the list of equipment in the accumation 3 rationale,
"auto start" and "condensate storage tank" (CST) should be
deleted. Manual start can be acceptable and the CST is
not always a vital water source.

*
In ,Assumotion.A. the use of the word "disabled" may be
more correct than "controlled." If the location can be
used to prevent ifcensee control of the equipt nt, that
location need not be protected as vital. In sune plants
it would suffice to protect the location of the switch
that transfers control from the control room to the
rernote shutdown panel. (The :ontrol rocrn will, of course,
be vital either way the assumption is written.),

*
We recognize that the staff will have to develop an
additional layer of guidance and acceptance criteria
to implement the assumptions. Accordingly, they would
appreciate any suggestions the Committee might have
concerning their preliminary ideas as reflected in the
following:
* The VAC intended "reactivity control function" in

fssumotian 3 to equate only to reactor trip and to~

not mandate 1nclusion of other reactivity controls
(such as safety injection through boron injection
tanks).

NUREG-1178 - 15 -
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In Assumotion 9. "areas through which large numbers af*

' cables pass" means only areas that are cable vaults
or cable spreading areas for safety-related cables and
does not require other areas in which redundant trains

~ of safety-related cables may be located to necessarily.

be vital.

Recerrnendation 1.c of the Safety / Safeguards Committee*

Report, NUREG-0992, is superceded by the new
assumptions.

Assumption 5 does not mean all vital equipment can be*

devitalized curing cold shutdown.

Other than as necessary to protect the primary coolant*

pressure boundary and one train of equipment for hot
shutdown, no equipment within containments must be .

protected as vital (for example, equipment within the I

secondary contairunents for BWR's).

Robert F. Burnett, Director
Division of Safeguards, M4SS

4

1
'
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Te NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
5 WASHINGTON D. C. 20655s

%.....**' DEC 0 5198S

MEMORANDUM FOR: Frank J. Miraglia, Chairman
Vital Area Committee

FROM: James M. Taylor Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: '/ ITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES STUDY-VITAL
AREA COMMITTEE DRAFT REPORT

This is in response to your memorandum of October 21, 1985 which requested
coments/ concurrence on the subject draft report. We have reviewed the draft
report and agree with the overall philosophy to protect as vital the reactor

:
coolant pressure boundary and one train of equipment to assure achieving and
maintaining hot shutdown. However, in view of our experience with the
performance of safety systems when called upon in a casusit) situation, we
believe that further measures are needed to assure the equivalence of
redundant protected trains. This is particularly important since one of the
assumptions upon which this philosophy is based is that random failures are
assumed not to occur simultaneously with an act of radiological sabotage.

A |,

me M. rector
fice of Inspection and Enforcement

Contact: R. Sin h, IE
(x24149

cc: Y. Stello. EDO
H. R. Denton, NRR
J. G. Davis, HMSS;

R. B. Minogue, RES
T. E. Murley, RI ;
J. N. Grace, RII '

J. G. Keppler, RI!!
;

R. D. Martin, RIV ;
J. B. Martin, RV |
R. F. Burnett, NMSS |

F. P. Gillespie, RES
J. G. Partlow, IE
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APPENDIX G*
!

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR REVISED VITAL. *

EQUIPMENT / AREA GUIDELINES !
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* Designated "Enclosure 3" in March 5, 1986 memorandum transmitting Vital Area i4

1 Committee Final Report.
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Implementation Considerations For Revised Vital Eouipment/ Area Guidelines

The Comittee considered various methods for implementing its findings, including
rulemaking, Safety Evaluation Report (SER) staff positions, and follow-up
staff reviews. The Committee's conclusions and recomendations with respect
to these options are discussed below:

A. Rulemaking

No change in the rules is necessary to implement the assumptions because
the definition of vital equipment now contained in 10 CFR 73.2(1) is
broad enough to include the equipment that may be designated as vital
under the Comittee's assumptions. The very broad tems of the definition
allow essentially any safety-related equipment or systems to be designated
as vital. The Comittee's assumptions fall within the scope of the current
definition and protection of vital equipment based upon them would satisfy
the standards of 10 CFR 73.55 and be acceptable.

B. SER Staff Positions

| In the initial implementation of 10 CFR 73.55, applicants' and licensees'
designations of vital equipment and vital areas were accepted in order to
assure that functional security systems were in place promptly at operating
reactors. However, the licensees and applicants were advised that the NRC
staff intended to conduct a subsequent evaluation and analysis of th?se
designations. Almost without exception, the SERs prepared in conjunction
with initial security plan reviews contain language designed to place the
licensee or applicant on notice that staff acceptance of the initial vital <

equipment and vital area designations was conditional. In the interim |

between the initial security plan reviews and the independent staff vital !
equipment and vital area evaluations for individual power plants, Review
Guideline 17 (issued in January 1978) has been relied upon by the staff
for approving security plans. Review Guideline 17 reflects a prudently
conservative approach to security plan reviewt warranted by the absence
of more precise guidance. At the same time that Review Guideline 17 was
being used as staff guidance for security plan reviews, Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) was tasked to conduct vital area studies which
related directly to longer-range imolccnentation strategy and are consistent 1

with the staff's original position and intentions as expressed in the SERs.
,

C. Follow-Up Staff Confimatory Reviews

As stated above, the NRC staff, through statements contained in the SERs,
had advised licensees that it would conduct follow-up confimato y vital
area analyses at future dates. With contractor assistance from LANL, NRC
comp"ed sabotage fault tree analyses to provide a technical basis for
identifying the vital equipment (and areas) in each operating plant.
What remains to be done is final verification of vital equipment locations
and safeguards actually in place to determine what revisions, if any, are
needed in each licensee's protection plans. This can be done effectively,

and efficiently in conjunction with the ongoing Regulatory Effectiveness
Review (RER) Program. These reviews are currently scheduled at the rate

NUREG-1178 G-1
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of 18 reactor units per year through early l'191. The schedule could be
structured to assure that plants whose initial vital area analyses occur. ed
early in the ieplenentation phase of 10 CFR 73.55 are considered early
in the RER follow-up confirmations.

|

The Committee considered the possibility of establishing a special staff
capability in the Division of Safeguards to conduct vital area confirma-
tory reviews on an accelerated schedule. Experience has shown that three
trtined technical staff personnel, plus supervision and secretarial support,
art! required to perform 18 vital area validation reviews per year.- This
is the present capability. Any appreciable acceleration of the schedule
wotild require a sizeable increase in staff. In view of this, and the fact
that plants whose physical security plans were approved after 1979 generally
satisfy the revised assumptions, the Committee does not believe that an
accelerated schedule is necessary or advisable.

D. Implementation Recommendations \

The following actions are recommended to implement the revised analysis
assumptions:

1. 1: sue a Generic Letter to notify all power reactor licensees
that the NRC has finalized its vital ar:ra assumptions. The
Generic Letter will also point out that confirmatory analyses
of licensee designations of vital areas, using the revised
assumptions, will be accomplished through the Regulatory
Effectiveness Review (RER) Program.

2. Continue the original plan to perform follow-up vital area
analyses as stated in the SERs. These an61yses will be done
in conjunction with the ongoing RER program; each RER report
will contain a vital area designation chapter for this
purpose.

3. Provide licensees with the RER analyses, as they are completed,
and request that proposed changes be made or that justification
be submitted for not instituting changes required to conform
with the revised assumptions. For reactor units where RERs
have already been conducted (approximately 20), the staff will
revise the vital area chapters of th: RER reports where necessary,
consistent with the final approved vital arda assumptions and 1

forward them to the licensees for their review and response as
soon as practicable. Additional site visits by LANL should not be
required to revise the RER reports, although in some instances, brief
visits by staff may be advisable.

4. If backfit is appropriate at this stage, it wGl be treated in
accordance with the backfit rule on a case-by-case basis. It is
recognized that resulting backfits would be spread over an extended
period. It cannot be stated 0.t this time how many backfit actions
would be required.

NUREG-1178 G-2
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T. . Follow-On Actions

A second level of licensing acceptance and review criteria will be developed
to implement the recommendations of the Vital Area Committee Report.
These criteria will be formulated by the NMSS staff and coordinated through
appropriate management levels of NRR. NMSS will also revise and coordinate
with NRR Section 13.6 of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) to incorporate
by reference the new review criteria.

,

r

. ,

'
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|
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|

|
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APPENDIX H*

PROPOSED GENERIC LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL FOR FINAL VAC REPORT

* Designated "Enclosure 4" in March 5, 1986 memorandum transmitting Vital Area
Committee Final Report.
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Generic letter of Transmittal for VAC Report

T0: ALL POWER REACTOR APPLICANTS AND LICENSEES

SUBJECT: VITAL EQUIPMENT / AREA ANALYSIS GUIDELINES
(Generic letter No. 86- )

| Publication of 10 CFR 73.55 by the Commission in March of 1977 significantly
upgraded the protection level of power reactors against radiological sabotage.
By late 1979, physical security plans reflecting these regulations had been re-
viewed, approved and largely implemented for all power reactors operating at
that time. However, because its position and guidance on vital equipment and
area definitions were still evolving, the staff recognized that subsequent con-
firmation of its initial findings in this regard would be necessary and that
changes might be required as a result of such confimation. This recognition
has been reflected in the staff's Safety Evaluation Reports to date by either
the following or a similar statement: "The identification of vital areas and
measures to control access to these areas, as described in the plan, may be
subject to amendments in the future."

The staff has new fomalized its guidance on the bases and analysis assumptions
to be used in detemining the equipment and areas which must be protected as
vital in nuclear power plants. This guidance is identified and discussed in
NUREG-1178, "Vital Equipment / Area Guidelines Study-Vital Area Committee
Report " dated March, 1986. A copy of this report is enclosed for your
infomation. We plan to use these guidelines in our confimatory analysis of
your currently-implemented vital equipment / area protection program. However,
satisfaction of the requirements and assumptions of Review Guideline 17,
issued in January, 1978 as an alternative to these guidelines, will continue

3 to be acceptable. The results of our confimatory analysis will be provided
to you through the ongoing Regulatory Effectiveness Review (RER) Program. If
your facility is among those which have already had an RER, you will be
receiving the results of our confimatory analysis as soon as practicable.

NUREG-1178 H-1
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We believe that most of the nuclear power plants reviewed and licensed since
Ja":ary 1980, as well as some licensed earlier, will be found to satisfy the
r- ised analysis assumption guidelines. Such licensees and applicants may, at
their option, retain their current vital equipment and area designations or take
advantage of the flexibility provided by the refined analysis assumptions.
In the interim, we recommend that you review your vital equipment / area program
with respect to the finalized guidance.

,

This letter is for information only and does not require any response. Should
you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact Donald J. Kasun,
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (301-427-4771).

Sincerely,

Victor Stello, Jr.
Acting Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

i

i

|
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A study was conducted by the staff to (1) re-evaluate the guidelines and bases used
to determine what are the vital equipment and areas to be protected against radio-
logical sabotage in nuclear power plants and (2) to recommend revised guidance. On ,

the basis of this study, the staf t has recommended a revised vital equipment / area
protection philosophy: to protect as vital the reactor coolant pressure boundary

l and one train of equipment that would provide the capability to achieve and maintain
hot shutdown. To implement this overall protection philosophy, the staff also has
recommended new analysis assumptions or guidelines to identify the specific equipment
and areas in each plant that require protection as "vital." |
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